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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Graphene-based Material Systems for Nanoelectronics and Energy Storage Devices 

by  

Shirui Guo 

 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Chemistry 
University of California, Riverside, March 2013 

Dr. Mihri Ozkan, Co-Chairperson 
  Dr. Cengiz Ozkan, Co-Chairperson 

Graphene is an allotrope of carbon in two-dimensional crystal form that has 

extraordinary electrical and optical properties. In this dissertation, we present the use of 

graphene in applications for chemical sensors, photovoltaics and supercapacitors. 

 Firstly, carrier transport properties of single layer graphene films grown via 

chemical vapor deposition technique are tuned with functionalized molecules, polymers 

and inorganic nanoparticles. For example, cylindrical microdomains of polystyrene-4-

polyvinylpyridine (PS-P4VP) block-copolymers (BCP) on graphene film provide spatial 

doping effects due to two distinct functional groups. Further, preferred interactions 

between CFx or fluorine radicals and BCP micro domains on graphene introduce 

localized doping of graphene film leading to controlling of Dirac point shift. Interaction 

between graphene and inorganic nanoparticles is studied by using CdSe quantum dots as 

a model system. Femtosecond time-resolved spectroscopy allowes us to demonstrate for 

the first time fast interfacial charge transfer for such systems in the picosecond and in the 

hundreds of femtosecond time domains, which also demonstrates high potential for 

photoelectrochemical cell.   
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Secondly, graphene field effect transistors (GFET) as single strand DNA sensors 

are fabricated and detection limit as low as 3×10-9 M is demonstrated. Assembled BCP 

film on GFET sensor improved the sensor’s stability and selectivity. The orientation and 

periodicity of the resulting cylindrical microdomains of BCP can facilitate the selective 

sensing property. With protective layer of BCP, sensor’s stability under ambient 

atmosphere is improved up to 4 months.  

Thirdly, two different types of carbon nanotubes (CNT)/graphene hybrids are 

synthesized and used in fabrication of supercapacitors. The first type hybrid is graphene 

and vertically aligned carbon nanotubes which is successfully grown via one step 

chemical vapor deposition method. Our custom seamless growth method for such hybrids 

provides an attractive pathway for the fabrication of novel 3-Dimensional hybrid 

nanostructures. The second type hybrid is graphene oxide (GO) and SWCNT composite 

ink (GO-SWCNT ink). SWCNTs are dispersed using a GO aqueous solution (2mg/ml) 

with sonication support to achieve a SWCNT concentration of 12mg/ml, the highest 

reported value so far without surfactant assistance. Paper based electrodes for 

supercapacitors are fabricated using GO-SWCNT composite ink via dip casting method. 

By employing different concentrations of SWCNT inside the ink, supercapacitors 

demonstrated different capacitance values. The highest value of specific capacitance 

reaches up to 295 F/g at a current density of 0.5A/g with a GO/SWCNT weight ratio of 

1:5.  The cycling stability for the GO-SWCNT paper electrode supercapacitors indicates 

capacitance retention of 85% over 60,000 cycles.  
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Finally, engineered interactions between nanomaterials, polymers, molecules and 

graphene/carbon nanotube can lead to the development of new types of devices for 

myriad applications. 
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Figure 4.1 AFM and SEM images of as-synthesized GO (graphene oxide) single layer: 

(a,b) AFM images, inset shows a single layer of graphene oxide height 

profile of AFM image, (c,d) SEM images at different magnification factors. 

Figure 4.2 SEM images GO flakes with different size distribution. 

Figure 4.3 (a) FTIR and (b) Raman spectra of GO, SWCNT and GO/SWCNT composite 

ink. GO and GO/SWCNT are prepared by dropping a   solution on glass 

slides followed by drying in air. SWCNT original powder is used for 

characterization. FTIR spectra is taken with KBr pellet.    

Figure 4.4 Photo images of 5mg SWCNT dispersed in 2mg/ml of GO at different pH 

values:     (a) 4, (b) 7, (c) 9, (d) 12, and the volume difference results from the 

addition of NaOH. Note that black materials visible inside in (d) are residues 

after shaking. High concentration of SWCNT results in high viscosity. 

Supporting figure 2 shows the high viscosity for 10mg/ml concentration of 

SWCNT. 

Figure 4.5 SEM images of aligned GO/SWCNT composite ink material transferred on 

paper. 

Figure 4.6 Cyclic voltammetry characterization for different ratios of GO/SWCNT at 

different scan rates. All of the measurements are conducted with 6M KOH 

electrolyte at room temperature. 

Figure 4.7 Cycling stability characterization. (a) variation of specific capacitance under 

different scan rates. 

Figure  4.8 Ragone plots for different GO/SWCNT ratios. 
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Figure 4.9 (a) Top-veiw SEM micrograph of CNT pillars in CNT-graphene hybrid, 

grown on pre-oxidized copper foil.  The image showing dense and vertically 

aligned growth of CNT pillars on graphene sheet. (b) Higher magnification 

SEM micrograph of the CNTs. 

Figure 4.10 SEM micrograph of copper substrate (a) before, and (b) O2 plasma. 

Figure 4.11 SEM image of PGN grown on (a) copper foil exposure to air 12 hours and (b) 

oxygen plasma treated copper foil, showing dense and aligned growth of 

CNT pillars on graphene sheet. 

Figure 4.12 Bottom-view SEM micrograph of the backside of the peeled PGN film, 

showing the graphene film embedding CNT pillars roots. 

Figure 4.13 (a) Optical micrograph of PGN structure. Partial growth of CNTs reveals 

graphene underlying film and shows the PGN structure. (b) High 

magnification SEM micrograph of graphene film in graphene-CNT hybrid. 

Figure 4.14 (a)Typical Raman Spectra of PGN showing the presence of D, G, and 2D 

band centerd around 1335 cm-1, 1570cm-1,  and 2672cm-1 respectively 

(Thermo Fisher DXR micro Raman, λ laser = 532 nm). (b) Raman spectra of 

the graphene layer in PGN film grown on copper foil. 

Figure 4.15 (a) TEM micrograph of pillared graphene bottom-view displaying CNTs 

roots at their interfaces with graphene film, and their tips; inset SAED 

diffraction pattern taken from pillared graphene. (b) Typical EDS spectrum 

taken from CNTs tips (dashed area). 
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Figure 4.16 (a) CV curves of supercapacitor based on PGN films. The weight of one 

PGN film is around 200 µg/cm2. Electrolyte: 6 M KOH aqueous. (b) Specific 

capacitance and energy density vs. scan rates.  
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List of Schemes 

Scheme 2.1 Schematic illustration of the experimental setup.  (a) fabrication of GFET 

samples with back-gate; the left image shows an optical microscopy picture 

of a typical device and BCP coating, (b) fluorine doping of BCP coated 

device, (c) the cartoon of transferring BCP to GFET. 

Scheme 2.2 Band diagram and charge transfer between pyridine-coated CdSe QDs and 

graphene.  

Scheme 2.3 Field effect transistor (FET) with hybrid film deposited on the insulating 

SiO2 layer over the gate, and providing electrical contact between the source 

(S) and the drain (D). 

Scheme 3.1 Block copolymer protected graphene field effect transistor for solution 

detection. Pink part represents PVP and blue part represents PS. 

Scheme 3.2 Reaction between P4VP and F- ion: eletrostatic interaction between pyridinyl 

group and fluoride ion. 

Scheme 4.1 GO-SWCNT non-covalent interactions, and preparation of supercapacitor 

electrodes with GO/SWCNT ink and paper. 

Scheme 4.2 Schematic diagram of (a) preparation of the growth substrate and the 

catalysts: oxygen plasma treatment of the copper foil followed by iron 

deposition. (b) Probable mechanism of synchronous growth of CNTs and 

underlying grapheme.  (c) Pillared graphene hybrid structure comprising 
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vertically grown carbon nanotubes as pillars and large-area graphene plane as 

a floor. 
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Chapter 1 

Overview of Graphene Electronic and Energy Storage Devices 

1.1 History of Graphene 

The first use of graphite can be traced back to the 4th millennium B.C. when 

Mariţa culture applied it as a ceramic paint to decorate pottery in southeastern Europe.1 

The band theory of graphite has been studied from 1947 when P. R. Wallace used the 

tight binding approximation method, which assumes conduction only happens in one 

layer which is graphene layer.2 Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) monolayer of carbon 

atoms tightly packed into a honeycomb lattice, is basic building block for graphite and 

other graphitic materials of all dimentions (Figure 1.1).3 While in Landau and Peierls 

argued that strictly 2D crystals were thermodynamically unstable and could not exist,4-5 

2D graphene oxide sheets actually have been synthesized by Benjamin C. Brodie in 

18596 and further modified by Hummers and Offeman in 1957.7 However, until 2004, the 

first experimental discovery of graphene was reported by A. K. Geim and K. S. 

Novoselov.8 

Many remarkable properties of graphene make it a rising star for researches and 

applications in various areas. Ballistic transport of electrons along the atomically thin 

layer, along with mobilities exceeding 15 000 cm2 V-1s-1 and an ambipolar field effect 

make graphene a particularly good candidate for the next generation of semiconductor 

devices.9-10 Apart from the extremely high carrier mobility, graphene absorbs only 2% of 

incoming light, independent of wavelength across the visible spectrum.11 These 
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properties make graphene an excellent candidate for photovoltaic devices.12-15 

Transparent conducting films have been made from graphene for displays,16 touch-

screens and solar cells.17-21 High strength and flexibility of graphene enable bendable 

devices which is useful in electromechanical systems.22 The large and planar surface area 

of a single sheet and low electrical noise of graphene field effect ransistors make possible 

their use in optoelectronic and sensor applications.23-29 A cutoff frequency of 100 

gigahertz for a gate length of 240 nanometers graphene field effect transistors has been 

achieved, which is higher than state-of-the-art silicon transistors of the same gate length 

enabling application for digital data transmission.30 The vast possibilities of graphene and 

the rapid advancements in research are propelling this new material towards novel 

achievements that are already beginning to influence industry.31 

 

Figure 1.1 Graphene: building block for all other carbon allotropes. It can be rolled into 
(a) 0D buckyballs, (b) 1D CNT and stacked to form (c) 3D graphite.3 
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1.2 Graphene based Electronics 

1.2.1 Synthesis of Graphene 

For mass production of electronic devices, large scale synthesis of high quality 

graphene is necessary. Currently, there are two major approaches to achieve large scale, 

high quality as well as low cost production of graphene. 

1.2.1.1 Chemical Vapor Deposition 

In 1961, few layer graphene has been grown by pyrolyze pure carbon suboxide 

(C3O2) at 713oC with electrolytic nickel and copper foils and reagent grade platinum 

foils.32The diffraction patterns of the obtained carbon film indicate the presence of 

crystalline carbon which are graphene layers. In 1969, Robertson reported synthesis of 

graphite/few layer graphene by decomposing methane over nickel.33 Different transition 

metals require different decomposing temperatures. Pd, Ru, Ir, Ni and Cu have been 

utilized for growing graphite materials. However, due to the limitation of characterization 

techniques, graphene layers were not thoroughly characterized until 2004 when the first 

experimental discovery of graphene was reported by A. K. Geim and K. S. Novoselov.8  

In 2006, Somani et al. utilized nickel sheets to grow few layer graphene, and the 

number of layers was estimated to be 35 layers with high resolution transmission electron 

microscopy.34 This approach opened venues for graphene synthesis, although several 

issues like thickness control and uniformity had to be solved. Then nanometer thick (1-2 

nm) graphene films grown on nickel foil (hundred micrometer) were achieved by several 

groups through the CVD approach.35 The diffusion and segregation of carbon impurities 
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from the bulk to the surface during the annealing and cooling stages induces the 

formation of graphite on nickel. At the same time graphene has been grown with various 

catalysts including Ru,36 Ir,37 Co,38-39 Re,40 Pt,38,41 Pd,38 Cu,42 Fe.39,43-44 Revisiting the 

formation mechanism of the carbon layer on different transition metals provides chances 

to produce high quality graphene. The carbon solubility in the metal and the growth 

conditions determine the deposition mechanism which ultimately also defines the 

morphology and thickness of the graphene films. Among all of the transition metals, 

copper foil is of particular interest for growing single layer graphene.  The phase diagram 

of Ni and C reveals that the solubility of carbon in nickel at high temperature (above 800 

oC) forms a solid solution and lowering the temperature decreases the solubility, allowing 

carbon to diffuse out of Ni (Figure  1.2a).  
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Figure 1.2 Binary phase diagrams of transition metals and carbon: (a) Ni–C; (b) Co–C; 
(c) Fe–C; (d) Cu–C. The low carbon solubility in Cu, of 0.008 weight % at 1084oC as 
reported is highlighted in the inset of panel (d) for the temperature and composition of 
interest for graphene growth.45 

 
It is well known from metallurgical studies that the formation of metastable Ni3C 

phase promotes the precipitation of carbon out of Ni. Carbon preferentially precipitates 

out at the grain boundaries of polycrystalline Ni substrates so that the thickness of the 

graphite at the grain boundaries is substantially larger than within the grains. Thus, the 

number of graphene layers shows significant difference along the surface of Ni. By 

additional etching of the as-grown graphene films with H2 at 1000oC, single layer 

graphene was obtained on Ni foil.39 Co and Fe show similar catalytic behavior as can be 

concluded from the phase diagrams (Figure  1.2 b, c).  In contrast, copper does not form 
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any carbide phases (Figure  1.2 d), which makes it a good candidate for perfect graphene 

single layer growth.42 From the atomic orbital point of view, we can also get the same 

conclusion. Carbon forms on the metal surface through forming intermediates or solid 

solutions with metal. The bond strength between metal and carbon highly depends on the 

d orbital structure of metal atoms. Fe has asymmetrical distribution of electrons in the d-

shell {[Ar]3d64s2}, leading to mutual repulsion which may explain its higher affinity 

towards carbon with respect to Co {[Ar]3d74s2}, Ni {[Ar]3d84s2}and Cu where the 3d 

shell is progressively filled, suggesting less reactive configurations. Copper has a filled 

3d-electron shell {[Ar]3d104s1}, the most stable configuration (along with the half filling 

3d5) because the electron distribution is symmetrical which minimizes reciprocal 

repulsions. As a result, Cu can form only weak bonds with carbon via charge transfer 

from the p electrons in the sp2 hybridized carbon to the empty 4s states of copper. 45 The 

3d7 and 3d8 orbitals of Co and Ni are between the most unstable electronic configuration 

(Fe) and the most stable one(Cu). 

With the privileges of copper foil, large scale production of high quality graphene 

has been achieved. Sukang Bae et. al reported roll-to-roll synthesis of 30-inch graphene 

films for transparent electrodes (Figure  1.3).16 Mobility of CVD graphene varies from 

300 to 5000 cm2 V-1s-1, which is much lower than pristine graphene obtained by 

micromechanical exfoliation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. The major hurdle is 

graphene domain boundaries where carbon-carbon could not form perfect sp2-sp2 bonds 

resulting in degradation of electronic properties. Large area single graphene crystals are 

feasible for high quality device fabrication and they have been grown with copper as the 
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catalyst. Qinkai Yu et. al. devised an approach using pre-patterned growth graphene 

seeds to control graphene nucleation, opening a route towards scalable fabrication of 

single-crystal graphene devices without grain boundaries (Figure  1.4 a).46 Very recently, 

Zheng Yan et. al. reported 4.5mm2 of one single graphene crystal grown on copper foil. 

The study shows that extensive annealing time and electrochemical polishing improve the 

quality of copper foil. The optimized methane/hydrogen ratio introduces less active sites 

for single-crystal graphene leading to large area growth (Figure 1.4 b).47 
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various applications.48 Also, a graphene film or composite could be easily prepared 

according to figure 1.6. 

Synthesis of graphite oxide (GO) can be achieved by placing graphite in one or 

more concentrated acids in the presence of an oxidizing agent. In 1859, the first graphene 

oxide was obtained by Brodie who utilized potassium chlorate and nitric acid to treated 

graphite repeatedly.6 In 1959, Hummers and Offeman demonstrated a less hazardous and 

more efficient method for graphite oxidation, which involves a mixture of sodium nitrate, 

potassium permanganate, and concentrated sulfuric acid.7 The method was later modified 

and utilized to produce high quality graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide sheets.49-

52 
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Figure 1.6 Process scheme for fabricating rGO-based thin films. The schematic 
illustrations show the structure of the material at each stage of the process. The gray and 
the orange sheets represent non-oxidized and oxidized graphene sheets, respectively.20 

 
Single layer graphene oxide sheets produced from approaches mentioned above 

are rich in different functional groups, leading it to be a good candidate for further 

functionalization. The dominant chemical structures present on the surface of GO are 

tertiary alcohols and ethers with very low quantities of carboxylic acid at the periphery of 

the GO (Figure  1.7).53 
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Figure 1.7 Variations of the Lerf-Klinowski model indicating ambiguity regarding the 
presence or absence of carboxylic acids on the periphery of the basal plane of the 
graphitic platelets of GO.53 

 
Different approaches have been devised to obtain graphene sheets by reducing 

GO sheets, including thermal reduction (approximately 30% of the mass of the GO is lost 

during the reduction process, leaving behind vacancies and topological defects 

throughout the plane of the reduced graphene oxide platelet),54 chemical reduction 

(N2H4,
55 NaBH4,

56-57) and photoreduction.58 Among all of these methods, N2H4 has been 

deemed as the most efficient yet most toxic one. By combining NaBH4 reducing and 

thermal annealing approaches, high quality graphene has been obtained with impurities in 

the final product consisting of sulfur and nitrogen and measuring less than 0.5 wt% of the 
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overall weight. This method is particularly effective in the restoration of the pi-

conjugated structure, and leads to highly soluble and conductive graphene materials.57 

1.2.1.3 Other Methods 

The first visible graphene single layer was obtained by micromechanical 

exfoliation of Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite in 2004 when the Nobel laureates, 

Geim and Novoselov used Scotch tape to peel graphene layers and to transfer them onto 

Si/SiO2 substrates.8 Later on, epitaxial graphene was obtained by thermal decomposition 

of SiC at 1000-1500 oC. 59  

1.2.2 Electronic Structure of Graphene 

In graphene structure, each carbon atom is bonded to three other carbon atoms 

according to a sp2 hybridization. The hexagonal network of carbon atoms are connected 

by a strong covalent sp2-sp2 σ-σ in-plane bonding. Due to an additional 2pz orbital π-π 

bonding which is oriented perpendicularly to the atomic plane, the delocalized electrons 

appear. They are responsible for electrical conductivity of graphite which is highly 

anisotropic.35 The unit cell of graphene contains 2 equivalent atoms with nearest distance 

of 1.42 Å (Figure 1.8 a). This crystal structure results in the touching between bonding (π) 

and anti-bonding (π*) orbitals at each energy valleys K and K’ when considering that 

hopping only occurs between the nearest neighbor atomic sites.60 The valence and 

conduction bands touch at the Brillouin zone corners thus making graphene a zero-

bandgap semiconductor. The carriers’ speed, called as Fermi velocity, is as high as 106 

m/s (∼ 1/300 c , where c is velocity of light), and thus the electrical transport properties 
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of graphene are remarkably ascribed to such photon-like relativistic Dirac fermions. 

Particularly, the gapless graphene displays an ambipolar electric field effect with ballistic 

properties presenting extremely high mobility at room temperature as observed 

experimentally.61-62 Furthermore, graphene can be doped by electrons or holes with 

tunable charge concentration, and the maximum can exceed ∼ 1013 cm2.63 

 

 

Figure 1.8 Crystal structures of graphene single layer (a) and AB-stacked bilayer (c). The 
unit cell of single layer graphene and bilayer graphene consist of 2 and 4 atoms in each 
unit cell, respectively. The hopping between nearest neighbor atom sites A and B 
resulting in the linear dispersive electronic band structure (b). The interlayer coupling for 
bilayer graphene cannot be ignored as the hopping between A 1 and B 2 affected the 
electronic band structure and resulting two parabolic electronic bands (d).60 

1.2.3 Chemical Functionalization 

The tuning of the graphene’s Fermi level is an important factor in determining the 

successful operation of the electronic devices (diodes, field effect transistors, light 
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emitting diodes, solar cells, etc.) Tailoring the electronic properties of graphene thus is 

essential for broadening its applications. Chemical doping or charge transfer doping are 

very important to achieve the Fermi level tuning goals. p-Type doping drives the Dirac 

points of graphene above the Fermi level, and n-type doping drives the Dirac points 

below the Fermi level. Or we can say n-type or p-type doping cause a shift of the Fermi 

level in the graphene from the Dirac point into the conduction band or valence band. 

Many approaches have been applied for such purpose including molecules, nanoparticles 

and polymers. 

Depends on the presence of electron donating or electron withdrawing functional 

groups, n-type or p-type doping effect could be achieved through a molecule doping 

approach. The presence of positive or negative charges on surface of nanoparticles could 

also be utilized to achieve n-type or p-type doping through a charge transfer mechanism. 

Molecules Molecular structure or functional groups 
(monomer) 

Doping effect (n-
type or p-type) 

p-Toluenesulfonic acid 

 

n-type 64 

tetrafluoro-
tetracyanoquinodimethane 

(F4-TCNQ) 

 

p-type 65 
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4-
bromobenzenediazonium 

tetrafluoroborate 
 

p-type66 

poly(ethylene imine) 
 

n-type66 

 

1,5-naphthalenediamine 

NH2

NH2  

n-type67 

9,10-dimethylanthracene 

 

n-type67 

9,10-dibromoanthracene 

 

p-type67 
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tetrasodium 1,3,6,8-

pyrenetetrasulfonic 

acid 

 

p-type67 

water H2O p-type8 

ammonia NH3 n-type62,68 

nitrogen dioxide NO2 p-type62 

sulfur dioxide SO2 p-type69 

benzoyl peroxide 

 

n-type70 

tetracyanoethylene 

(TCNE) 

 

p-type71 

(tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-
tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosi

lane 
 

p-type72 

ethanol 
 

n-type8 
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nitrophenyl diazonium 
tetrafluoroborate 

 

n-type73 

azidotrimethyltin 
 

n-type74 

2,4,6-
Tris(dimethylamino)-

1,3,5-Triazine 

NN

N NN

N

 

n-type75 

p-tert-Butylcalix[4]arene 

 

p-type76 

4-amino-2,2,6,6-
tetramethyl-1-

piperidinyloxy (4-amino-
TEMPO  

n-type77 

CF4 
CF p-type10 

aminopropyltriethoxysilan
e 

 

n-type78 
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hexamethyldisilazane 

 

neither n-type or 
p-type79-80 

hydrogen silasesquioxane 
(HSQ) 

 

n-type81 

Pyrene-1-sulfonic acid 

 

n-type82 

3,4,9,10-
perylenetetracarboxylic 

diimide 

O

NH

O

O

HN

O

 

p-type82 

1-aminopyrene 

 

n-type83 
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1-nitropyrene 

 

p-type83 

1-pyrenecarboxylic acid 

 

p-type83 

1-pyrenesulfonic acid 

 

p-type83 

poly(styrene-b-4-
vinylpyridine) 

 

p or n type10 

TiO2 nanoparticles 
Graphene oxide and TiO2 

Electron transfer 
from TiO2 to 
graphene84 

TiO2 thin film 
CVD graphene 

n-type85 

Fe3O4, TiO2, CdSe 
nanoparticles 

Ligands: trioctylphosphine oxide, oleic acid 
n-type86 

potassium 
K 

n-type87 

phosphorus 
P 

n-type88 

silver 
Ag 

n-type89 
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gold 
Au 

p-type90-91 

copper 
Cu 

n-type89 

bismuth 
Bi 

n-type91 

antimony 
Sb 

n-type91 

nitrogen 
N 

n-type88 

 

Table 1.1 Summary of doping effects with molecules, polymers, elements and 
nanoparticles tuning electronic structure of graphene.  

 
For n-type (p-type) doping the electrons have to be released into (extracted out of) 

the graphene layer. All of the examples (molecules, polymers, nanoparticles, elements) 

shown above demonstrate such ability to tune the electronic structure of graphene. 

However, this is still ambiguous for certain functional groups which need to be further 

studied. For example, with the same functional group, p-toluenesulfonic acid shows n-

type doping while 1-pyrenesulfonic acid shows p-type doping. Note that even elements in 

the same group may display different doping effects to graphene devices (Ag and Au).89 

This is related to the nature of elements’ electron negativity. The higher the electron 

negativity the higher the tendency for the element acts as an electron withdrawing 

property indicating p-type doping effect. Also, there is still a need to precisely manipulate 

the electronic structure with one or more molecules. 

1.2.4 Graphene Field Effect Transistor Sensor 

The unique property of graphene enables extraordinary graphene field effect 

transistor for a new generation of electronic devices. Graphene instead of conventional 

semiconductors serves as the channel which will facilitate functionalization of the 
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channel with various molecules, elements, and polymers providing more chances for 

sensor device applications. The 2D nature of graphene allows total exposure of all of its 

surface carbon atoms to the adsorbed molecules, providing the high surface area, and it is 

inherently a low-noise material due to the quality of its crystal lattice, which leads to 

screen charge fluctuations more than one dimensional systems such as carbon nanotubes. 

Considering different various gases demonstrate different doping effect (table 1.1), 

graphene field effect transistors should be applied effortlessly. 

The theoretical surface area could be calculated from the following process using 

one hexagon unit cell (Figure  1.9): 

The surface area of one hexagon is: 

s = 3 √  = 5.246×10-20 m2                                                      (1) 

s corresponds to two carbon atoms whose weight is taking into account the atomic 

weight of carbon (MC = 12.01 g/mol) and the Avogadro number (NA= 6.023×1023 mol-1) 

WC = 2 MC /NA = 3.988 × 10-23 g                                                 (2) 

Combining (1) and (2) gives the specific surface area of one side of a graphene 

sheet (Sgraphene):  

Sgraphene = s/WC = 1315 m2/g. Thus, considering double sides of a graphene sheet, 

the specific surface area should be 2630 m2/g which further demonstrates the potential 

application for graphene field effect transistors as sensor devices. 
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Figure 1.9 Schematic representation of the arrangement of carbon atoms within 
the graphene layer.92 

1.2.4.1 Graphene Field Effect Transistor Gas Sensor 

The report of individual molecule detection with graphene62 intrigues the 

graphene field effect transistor sensor development. Working principles of most GFET 

sensors are based on electrical conductance change with exposure of gases. For example, 

figure 1.10 shows the device fabricated with GO film for HCN detection.  Doping effects 

as well as charge transfer enable GFET detection of various molecules. Graphene 

synthesized from reducing graphene oxide, exfoliating HOPG, growing with CVD and 

thermal reduction from SiC have been utilized for such applications. As it is summarized 

in table 1.2, various detection limits have been achieved.  

 

Figure 1.10 (A) Optical image of electrically isolated GO device with interdigitated 
metal contacts. (B) Response of an rGO sensor to different concentrations of hydrogen 
cyanide (HCN) as a chemical-warfare agent.93 
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Sensor material Gases or vapor detected Detection limit Year 

mechanically exfoliated 
graphene, shaped by 

lithography; 
measurements 

made with and without 
PMMA resist 

H2O, NH3, 
nonanal, octanoic acid, 

trimethylamine 

depended on 
vapor 

and presence of 
photoresist: 

e.g., 5 ppm for 
nonanal with 

resist; 
>30 ppm 
without 

200994 

hydrazine-reduced 
graphene oxide 
with variable 

levels of reduction 

NO2, NH3, 
dinitrotoluene (DNT) 

<5 ppm NO2 
and NH3; 28 

ppb DNT 
200995 

graphene oxide 
reduced chemically or 
thermally or by both 

approaches 

H2O 
<0.1 Torr of 
H2O vapor 

200896 

low-temperature 
thermally reduced 

graphene oxide 
NO2 ∼2 ppm 200997-98 

nanoscale flakes of 
abraded graphite 

NO2 <60 ppb 200799 

hydrazine-reduced 
graphene oxide with 

variable levels 
of reduction 

HCN, chloroethylethyl 
sulfide (CEES), 

dimethylmethylphospho
nate 

(DMMP), DNT 

70 ppb HCN; 
0.5 ppb CEES; 
5 ppb DMMP; 
0.1 ppb DNT 

200893 

mechanically 
exfoliated graphene, 

shaped by lithography 

NO2, H2O, I2, 
NH3, CO, ethanol 

∼1 ppb 200762 

CVD graphene, Pt H2 25ppm 2010100 
Epitaxial graphene, Pt H2 1% 2011101 

CVD graphene NH3 30mTorr 2011102 
 

Table 1.2 Graphene field effect transistors for various gas sensors. 
 

Despite the advancements shown above, there are still several challenges that 

need to be overcome. (1) Selectivity. Graphene is exquisitely sensitive to the chemical 

environment and hence is easily affected by a range of different gas species and mixtures 
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(table 1.1). Therefore, specific identification of gas components is challenging. For 

example, exposure to either NO2 or O2 causes a similar increase in graphene conductance. 

Moreover it is impossible to detect a single gas from the gas mixture. For example, a 

mixture that contains p-type doping molecules such as NO2 and n-type doping molecules 

such as NH3 may not create any net change in the graphene’s conductivity. Future 

research needs to focus on functionalizing the graphene with capture agents that will 

enable the specific binding of target gases to the graphene surface. (2) Reversibility. The 

thermal energy at room temperature is typically not enough to overcome the activation 

energy needed for molecular desorption for gases such as NO2 and NH3 on graphene 

surfaces. Typically it needs high temperature, UV, or vacuum for gas desorption to clean 

the graphene surface and expel the chemisorbed molecules. Such treatments usually 

result in an irreversible reaction between molecules and graphene devices. Still, 

innovative approaches to functionalize graphene surfaces are needed to control the 

binding energy of target molecules to the graphene surface. (3) Stability. Practical usage 

of sensors requires high stability regardless of changing environmental conditions such as 

moisture, temperature, residual charge build-up, or contamination. This creates additional 

difficulties for reliable and repeatable sensing. (4) Cost. To be competitive with 

commercial sensors, graphene-based devices must be mass producible at low cost. 

Therefore top-down methods such as exfoliation of GO could be used to mass produce 

graphene nanosheets at low cost. Moreover large scale synthesis with CVD could 

substantially lower the cost of graphene-based chemical sensors. 
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1.2.4.2 Graphene Field Effect Transistor Biosensor 

Label-free biosensors with high miniaturization and integration have attracted 

intense research interest since they could potentially make advanced low cost molecular 

diagnostics routinely available. Given the high sensitivity nature of graphene and various 

functionalizations with ease, graphene field effect transistors have high potential for such 

applications. Many factors have demonstrated the lab-on-chip realization with graphene, 

such as the wafer scale synthesis, high quality with single layer or double layer control 

and thousands of circuits’ production in one batch of photolithography.  

For biosensors, ionic screening of the charged impurities on graphene plays an 

important role. NaF has been systematically studied as an example. Counterions (Na+) in 

the solution could accumulate on the graphene surface to neutralize the impurity charges 

underneath the graphene which result in orders of magnitude increase of mobility and 

decrease of minimum conductivity.24 Such effect could be utilized to monitor ionic 

concentration change during biological interactions. 

Theoretically, ions may be specifically bound at the inner Helmhotz plane at the 

graphene/electrolyte interface during charging process. The ideally polarizable 

graphene/electrolyte interface allows the capacitive charging of the surface by H3O
+ or 

OH-, which plays a similar role as the gate potential in changing the Fermi level.103 Many 

reports on GFET pH sensors are based on such mechanism.103-107  

Another interesting mechanism is called the gating effect. Positive or negative 

charged biomolecules will act as gating modulators which will drive the Fermi level in 

the graphene from the Dirac point into the conduction band or valence band. DNA gating 
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effects have been well studied through Raman and theoretical modeling.108 With such an 

effect single strand DNA could be identified with the low detection limit 3nM.109  

With all of these mechanisms, GFET has been utilized for detecting various 

biological materials, such as DNA,109-113 cells,114 bacterium,110 proteins.110 Incorporation 

of nanoparticles or functionalization of graphene with polymers and selective functional 

groups will definitely improve its sensitivity and selectivity. 

1.3 Energy Storage Devices: Supercapacitor 

Electrochemical capacitors, also called supercapacitors, store energy using either 

ion adsorption (electrochemical double layer capacitors) or fast surface redox reactions 

(pseudo-capacitors). They can complement or replace batteries in electrical energy 

storage and harvesting applications, when high power delivery or uptake is needed. 

Supercapacitors (SC) are a promising high performance energy storage system due to 

their rapid charge and discharge rate, long operational cycle life and reliable performance 

at extreme temperatures. Their high power density and excellent cycling lifetime make 

supercapacitors suitable for a wide variety of applications like electric or hybrid electric 

vehicles.115-116 Typically, for conventional electrochemical double layer capacitors 

(EDLCs), pristine or activated types of carbon materials have been widely used due to 

their unique combination of good chemical and physical properties like high conductivity, 

large surface area, good corrosion resistance and electrochemical stability, excellent 

temperature stability, processability and compatibility in composite materials and 

relatively low cost. Electrochemical capacitors currently fill the gap between batteries 
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and conventional solid state and electrolytic capacitors (Figure  1.11).115 They store 

hundreds or thousands of times more charge (tens to hundreds of farads per gram) than 

the latter, because of a much larger surface area (1,000–2,000 m2 g–1) available for charge 

storage in EDLC. However, they have a lower energy density than batteries, and this 

limits the optimal discharge time to less than a minute. Intensive researches have been 

conducted on 0D carbon capsules, 1D carbon nanotubes/fibers (CNTs/CNFs), 2D 

graphene, 3D carbon hybrid nanostructure like CNT-graphene networks by chemical 

vapor deposition and solution processing of graphene-CNT hybrid materials.117-124 

Besides 2D graphene sheets, an innovative free-standing 3D graphene/ultrathin graphite 

foam structure has been demonstrated recently to have a lot of superior properties for 3D 

seamless interconnects and flexible networks.125-128 Meanwhile, to improve the energy 

density and capacitance pseudo-capacitive materials are applied to introduce the fast 

surface redox reactions, which increase the capacitance and energy density. Various 

nanostructured redox-active materials such as RuO2,
129 MnO2,

116,130-132 NiO,133 V2O5,
134 

etc. as electrodes have been demonstrated to boost the specific capacitance to show a 

high energy density with a compromise in cycling stability and power density.  
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Figure 1.11 Specific power against specific energy, also called a Ragone plot, for various 
electrical energy storage devices. If a supercapacitor is used in an electric vehicle, the 
specific power shows how fast one can go, and the specific energy shows how far one 
can go on a single charge. Times shown are the time constants of the devices, obtained by 
dividing the energy density by the power.115 

1.3.1 Graphene/Carbon Nanotube Hybrid 

Theoretical studies135-136 have indicated that 3D pillared architectures, consisting 

of parallel graphene layers supported by vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VACNTs) 

in between, possess desirable out-of-plane transport and mechanical properties while 

maintaining the excellent properties of their building blocks (Figure  1.12). Monte Carlo 

simulations revealed that this novel material doped with lithium cations can reach 

hydrogen storage capacity of 41g L-1, which would meet the D.O.E’s volumetric target 
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for mobile applications under ambient conditions. And this demonstrates the astonishing 

large surface area of the new material.  

 

Figure 1.12 Pillared graphene. A novel 3-D network nanostructure proposed for 
enhanced hydrogen storage.136 

 
Densely grown vertical carbon nanotube arrays possess many appealing 

properties useful for applications ranging from electronics to energy storage devices. 

Several advantages will enable the novel material to be a good candidate for energy 

storage devices. First, the small CNT diameter (less than 20nm) allows for better 

accommodation of the large volume changes without the initiation of fracture that can 

occur in bulk or micron-sized materials. This is consistent with previous studies that have 

suggested a materials-dependent terminal particle size below which particles do not 

fracture further. Second, each CNT is electrically connected to the metallic current 

collector so that all the CNTs contribute to the capacity. Third, the CNTs have direct 1D 

electronic pathways allowing for efficient charge transport. In electrode microstructures 

based on particles, electronic charge carriers must move through small interparticle 

contact areas. In addition, as every CNT is connected to the current-carrying electrode, 
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the need for binders or conducting additives, which add extra weight, is eliminated. 

Furthermore, our grown CNT/graphene structure could be completed in one step which 

facilitates its wide application on industry scale.  

1.3.2 Pseudocapacitor 

The specific pseudo-capacitance exceeds that of carbon materials using double 

layer charge storage. During the charge-discharge process, multiple electrons are 

involved in the reaction which increases the specific capacitance. High capacitance has 

been achieved for VN (1200 Fg-1),137 RuO2 (1300 Fg-1),138 MnO2 (2530 Fg-1),139 V2O5 

(440 Fg-1),140 Ni(OH)2 (3152 Fg-1).141 The amorphous surface of the oxide materials 

exposes multivalence elements providing higher capacitance.142 Also, by coating RuO2 

nanoparicles with a conductive polymer the conductance was enhanced leading to higher 

specific capacitance.138 Thus the design of specific surface functionalization to improve 

interfacial exchange could be a generic approach to other pseudo-redox materials. 

Several factors limited the application of pseudo capacitors. (1) Because redox 

reactions are used, pseudocapacitors suffer from a lack of stability during cycling. (2) 

The device usually possesses a small operating voltage window with inorganic electrolyte. 

As a consequence, the energy density is pretty low for such material system. To solve 

these problems, a hybrid material system is introduced (Figure  1.13). Synthesis of carbon 

materials/oxide materials could be realized through two main approaches: (1) solution in-

situ reaction of oxide precursors with carbon materials; (2) deposition of oxide materials 

on the surface of confined shape carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes, activated 

carbon spheres and carbon nanofibers. 
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Figure 1.13 Possible strategies to improve both energy and power densities for 
electrochemical capacitors. (a) Decorating activated carbon grains (b) with pseudo-
capacitive materials. (c) Achieving conformal deposit of pseudo-capacitive materials (d) 
onto highly ordered high-surface-area carbon nanotubes.115 

 
For example, nanoscale MnO2 incorporated into CNTs yielded significant 

capacitance enhancement, with a MnO2-normalized capacitance up to 579 F g-1.143 A free 

standing film fabricated by mixing V2O5 nanowires and carbon nanotubes produce 42.9 F 

g-1 even at a high discharge current density of 10 A g-1.144  Core/shell structure of CNTs 

and MnO2 nanowires creates to a dual storage mechanism of EDLC and 

pseudocapacitance leading to a maximum specific capacitance of 68 F/g, and an energy 

density of 4.5 Wh kg-1.145 

1.4 Contribution from This Dissertation 

Graphene has attracted a lot of attention due to its remarkable intrinsic electronic 

properties. The ballistic transport of electrons, along with mobilities exceeding 20 000 

cm2/V·s and an ambipolar field effect, make graphene a promising candidate for the next 
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generation of semiconductor devices. In this dissertation, we discuss approaches of taking 

advantage of the limitations of graphene for sensor device applications. Also, high 

performance of supercapacitors and photovoltaic devices were realized by taking 

advantage of the superior properties of graphene. Furthermore, future advances of 

interesting topics have been presented. These topics might bring new discoveries or 

improvement for graphene/carbon nanotube based electronics and energy storage devices. 

In chapter 2, it is shown that charge carrier transport in graphene can be tuned 

between hole and electron conduction by shifting the Fermi level with functionalized 

molecules, polymers and nanoparticles. Assembling cylindrical microdomains of 

polystyrene-4-polyvinylpyridine (PS-P4VP) block copolymers as protective layers on 

GFETs is a methodology to tune the electron and hole conduction of graphene. Spatially 

controlled fluorine doping provides a general route to refined tuning of the electronic 

properties of BCPs coated GFETs. Later, we incorporate monolayer pyridine 

functionalized CdSe nanoparticles onto single layer graphene via π-π interaction bewteen 

pyridine and graphene. Illumination of the quantum dots led to injection of n-carriers in 

the graphene phase. Transient absorption spectra provide evidence for photoinduced 

hole-shift from the CdSe to the pyridine ligands, thereby polarizing the surface of the 

quantum dots favoring the simultaneous electron transfer from the CdSe to the graphene 

phase. Photoresponse of the as-fabricated graphene field effect transistor demonstrates 

high possibility for using such a device as a photoswitch. Moreover, 

photoelectrochemical studies show high IPCE of 3% for monolayer CdSe quantum dots 

on single layer graphene. 
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In chapter 3, synthesis of large area, up to 4 square inches single layer graphene 

allows us to fabricate numerous sensors in one batch. Non-covalent functionalization of 

the graphene layer with 1-pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester ensures high 

conductivity and sensitivity of the FET device. The employed device reaches a detection 

limit as low as 3×10-9 M. Furthermore, a highly stable graphene field effect transistor 

(GFET) sensor for chemical sensing has been achieved by functionalization with BCP. 

The unique properties of block copolymers offer high stability and possible selective 

sensing property. The orientation and periodicity of the resulting BCP array of cylindrical 

microdomains facilitate the selective sensing property. With functionalization the sensor 

could be stable for more than 4 months under ambient atmosphere. Further pH 

measurement studies demonstrate the high sensitivity and practical usage for such a 

robust sensor. 

In chapter 4, two types of carbon nanotube/graphene composite/hybrid are successfully 

synthesized and applied for supercapacitors. The first type consists of a 

graphene/vertically aligned carbon nanotube hybrid which is successfully grown with one 

step chemical vapor deposition method. Detailed characterizations including TEM, 

Raman, SEM elucidate the cohesive structure and seamless contact between the graphene 

floor and the CNTs in the hybrid structure. Our fabrication approach provides an 

attractive pathway for the fabrication of novel 3-D hybrid nanostructures, and efficient 

device integration. The second type is graphene oxide (GO) and single walled carbon 

nanotube (SWCNT) composite ink (GO-SWCNT ink). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies demonstrate the obtained graphene 
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oxide (GO) flakes are single layer with size distribution from 100nm-20um. SWCNTs are 

dispersed using a GO aqueous solution (2mg/ml) with sonication support to achieve a 

SWCNT concentration of 12mg/ml, the highest reported value so far without surfactant 

assistance. Raman spectroscopy studies indicate that the FWHM of the G band increases 

with the mixing of SWCNT and GO indicating electronic structure changes via π-π 

interactions of GO sheets and SWCNTs. Paper based electrodes were conveniently 

fabricated with such GO-SWCNT composite ink via a dip casting method. By employing 

different concentrations of SWCNT in the ink, the paper electrodes provide different 

capacitance values. The highest value of specific capacitance reaches 295 F/g at a current 

density of 0.5A/g with a GO/SWCNT weight ratio of 1:5.  The cycling stability for the 

GO-SWCNT paper electrode supercapacitors indicates capacitance retention of 85% over 

60000 cycles.  
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Chapter 2 

Graphene Nanoelectronics  

2.1 Tuning of Electron Transport in Graphene based Field Effect Devices Using 

Block Co-Polymers 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Graphene has attracted a lot of attention due to its remarkable intrinsic electronic 

properties.1 The ballistic transport of electrons, along with mobilities exceeding 15,000 

cm2/V·s and an ambipolar field effect, make graphene a promising  candidate for the next 

generation of semiconductor devices.2 Charge carrier transport in graphene can be tuned 

between hole and electron conduction by shifting the Fermi level with an applied 

electrical field.3-4 Having the ability to accurately control charge carrier transport and 

spatially modulate the charge carrier density will provide a significant capability for 

future graphene nanoelectronics. Several methods have been developed to achieve this 

goal, including band gap engineering by fabricating graphene nanoribbons5-7 or 

nanomeshes,8 utilizing bilayer graphene9 to obtain a narrow band gap, and doping of 

graphene layers to obtain n-type or p-type materials.10-11 Doping or chemical 

functionalization is another approach for modifying the electronic properties of graphene. 

Modulating the charge carrier densities provides a tuning of the Fermi level, hole and 

electron mobilities and a shift of the Dirac neutrality point. Several surface doping 

approaches with different materials have been utilized to modify the electronic properties 

of graphene, including metals (Ca, Ag, Au, Ti, Bi, K, etc.),12-14 aromatic molecules,15 
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poly(ethylene imine),16 non-metal elements (N, B, etc.),17-19 semiconductors or 

nanoparticles,20 and aryl groups.21 Meanwhile, side or edge doping has been 

demonstrated to exert an important role in altering the bandgap of graphene 

nanoribbons22 as well as in obtaining graphene field effect transistors (GFETs) with 

higher on/off ratios23 and higher electron and hole mobilities.24 In spite of all these 

advances, it is still a great challenge to achieve controlled tuning of the electronic 

properties of graphene. A better way to partially dope graphene with specific molecules 

using a controllable method is needed to support further developments in fabricating 

novel graphene nanoelectronics.  In this section, we discuss the use of di-block 

copolymers (BCP) for this purpose. 

The ability of BCPs to assemble into ordered arrays of spheres, cylinders, and 

lamellae structures makes them attractive templates and scaffolds for nanopatterning.25-26 

The unique structure of BCPs, with their chemical functional groups in one chain, is 

likely to provide a viable mechanism for tuning the electronic properties of GFETs. 

Moreover, the ordered structure with two distinctive functional groups provides a means 

to achieve partial doping in a controllable way. We will describe how the unique 

structure of the BCPs can provide additional benefit as protective layers for GFETs, 

which will be advantageous for applications in sensing. 

Recently GFETs have attracted attention for potential biochemical sensing 

applications. Several studies have demonstrated the high sensitivity of sensors resulting 

from the intrinsic properties of graphene, in applications such as pH measurements,27 

DNA detection,28-29and gas30-31sensing. However, the sensitivity of GFETs has in some 
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cases proven to be inferior to that of other sensors, instabilities and unreliability of the 

device were observed in other cases, and low electrical responses for intrinsic graphene 

based devices were shown in certain examples.32 It would be highly desirable to develop 

GFET sensors with higher sensitivity and reliability. The hexagonal domain structure of 

BCP provides heterogeneous nanoscale patterns for achieving spatially selective sensor 

architectures. 

In this section we discuss a block-copolymer doping effect to graphene layers, 

and demonstrate control of the neutrality point shift in GFETs by fluorine doping via CF4 

plasma processing. The ordered structure of the BCP enables the tuning of electron 

transport in graphene layers and devices.  

2.1.2 Experimental  

Materials synthesis and characterization. Graphene was synthesized using a copper 

foil as catalyst. Typically, the copper foil was cleaned with organic solvents and etched 

with acetic acid at 35 oC for 10 min to remove any surface oxides and other impurities. 

After washing it thoroughly, the copper was thermally annealed for 30 min by heating to 

1,000 oC in a reducing atmosphere: Ar/H2 (flow rates 200:200 sccm, maintaining pressure 

of 2 Torr). While maintaining the same temperature, the annealed copper surface was 

exposed to methane for 20 minutes (at 100 sccm flow rate) mixed with H2 at pressure 

elevated to 20 Torr. The metal sample, with the subsequent grown graphene on its 

surface, was cooled down to 25oC at a cooling rate of 20 oC min–1. The graphene-covered 

surface was coated with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and the copper was etched 

with FeCl3 (0.5 M aqueous solution). The PMMA-bound graphene sheet was washed 
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thoroughly (with HCl (3%) and deionized water) and transferred to glass or to SiO2-

coated Si substrate. The PMMA layer was dissolved in organic solvent leaving the 

graphene sheet on the inorganic substrate.   

Fabrication of graphene based field effect devices: CVD grown large-area 

graphene sheets are patterned and etched by oxygen plasma to rectangular shapes using 

photolithography and a Reactive Ion Etch (RIE) system. Two terminal devices with 

Ti/Au (2nm/80nm) electrodes (shown in the inset of Scheme 1) are then fabricated. The 

device is evaporated with back gate Ti/Au (2nm/100nm). The distance between the 

source and drain in the devices are set to 70µm, and the width of the patterned graphene 

layer is 50 µm. 

Fabrication of PS-P4VP block copolymer: The block copolymer used in this 

study is Poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridne) (PS-b-P4VP), purchased form Polymer Source, 

with a molecular weight of 69kg/mol (Mn, PS = 51 kg/mol, Mn, PVP = 18 kg/mol) and a 

molecular weight distribution of Mw/Mn = 1.15. The block copolymers were dissolved in 

toluene/tetrahydrofuran at room temperature to make 0.6 wt% polymer solutions, which 

are subsequently spin-coated at 2200 rpm onto silicon wafers with 300nm thermally 

grown silicon dioxide on it. In order to develop well-defined, well-ordered cylindrical 

microdomains in the BCP films, appropriate volume fractions and molecular weights 

were selected. The choices of volume fraction and molecular weight provide control over 

the morphology (cylindrical in this case) and size/separation distance in the BCP 

microdomains. Using the above-mentioned data, BCP domains spontaneously assembled 

into a range of well-defined cylinders of a minor polymer block, in a matrix of major 
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polymer blocks.  BCP cylindrical domains were then vertically aligned on the substrate 

by using a solvent annealing technique.  This provided a very simple but robust route to 

generate almost defect-free microstructures over large areas in block copolymer thin 

films. 

Characterization: Raman spectra were taken using a Renishaw micro-Raman 

spectrometer with a 488 nm visible laser as the excitation source. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) was conducted using a Multimode-5 Veeco instrument operated in 

the tapping mode using standard silicon cantilevers. The XPS data were obtained using 

an EA11-MCD system equipped with an Mg−Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV) and a 100 

mm concentric hemispherical electron energy analyzer.30 All of the XPS peak positions 

were referenced to the graphene C 1s peak at 284.6 eV and the surface concentrations are 

calculated from the respective peak areas using reported atomic sensitivity factors. 

Materials: Nanoparticles of CdSe, stabilized with octadecylamine, were 

purchased from NN-Labs, LLC (Fayetteville, AR). Although under the vendor’s 

description, the particles (CZ620) were expected to have core/shell CdSe/ZnS 

architecture, TEM analysis revealed that the suspension contained mixture of about 58% 

CdSe nanocrystals (5.3±0.4 nm), and 40% ZnS nanocrystals (5.2±0.4 nm). About 80% of 

the CdSe nanocrystals were identified to have cubic sphalerite-type structure and the rest 

were hexagonal wurtzite-type. Most of the ZnS particles (more than 90%) exhibited 

wurtzite structure, and a small amount were identified as sphalerite-type. Only for a 

negligibly small portion of the octadecylamine-coated nanoparticles (about 1% or less) 

the TEM analysis provided acceptable evidence for core/shell structure (Figure  1a).  
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About 2% of the particles analyzed in the TEM could not be identified reliably to 

distinguish between wurtzite-type CdS or sphalerite-type ZnS. Emission spectroscopy, 

however, did not provide evidence for the presence of nanocrystals with bandgaps 

smaller than about 3.2 eV suggesting that CdS was not present. Varying the excitation 

wavelength from 600 to 380 nm for diluted suspensions and for solid samples did not 

cause shifts in the emission band and did not result in new characteristic emission peaks 

of QDs of cadmium chalcogenides, such as CdS or Cd2SeS (Figure  2a, b). This finding 

indicates that most probably the crystalline nanoparticles, for which we could not be 

identified unambiguously in the TEM, were composed of broadband zinc chalcogenides. 

For exchanging the ODA with pyridine ligands we used a coagulation-and-

resuspension procedure. About 0.5 ml of 2 mg ml–1 of nanoparticles were precipitated 

with ethanol, centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 10 min and the clear liquid decanted. Pyridine 

(0.2 ml) was added to the solid pellet, and the particles were resuspended by mild 

sonication for about 10 min. Hexane was added to precipitate the nanoparticles from the 

suspension, the liquid decanted after centrifugation, and the solid resuspended in fresh 

pyridine. The procedure was then repeated two additional times to obtain pyridine-coated 

nanoparticles, QD-Py, and ligand exchange was confirmed with FTIR. None of the 

pyridine-coated nanoparticles exhibited core/shell structure (Figure  1b).  

For the preparation of the QD-Py/graphene hybrid films, diluted QD-Py 

suspension was dropped on graphene surfaces. After 1 min, the samples were rinsed with 

copious amounts of ethanol several times. This process was repeated three to five times. 

The stacked structures for the TA studies were assembled by placing cover glass slips 
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(each coated with QD-Py/graphene films on one side) on top of one other, separated with 

~100-m spacer positioned at the slip edges, fixed together with transparent tape. Thus, 

the QD-Py/graphene films were not in contact with the films or the bare glass surfaces on 

the neighboring slips.   

Electron microscopy: The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were 

recorded with Leo SUPRA 55 microscope. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

was performed with a FEI-Philips CM300 microscope, operating at 200 and 300 kV 

accelerating voltage, equipped with a LaB6 electron gun, an EDAX energy-dispersive 

spectrometer (EDS) and Gatan MSC794 digital camera.  Samples were prepared by 

dispersing the powder nanoparticles in distilled water through ultrasonic agitation and 

depositing a drop of the resulting suspension onto copper TEM grids coated with a thin 

amorphous carbon support film.  High-resolution images were obtained by recording 

through-focus series of images close to Scherzer defocus for individual particles and 

particle aggregates. Phase identification was based on lattice spacings, measured from 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the HRTEM images of each particle (Figure  1a, b). 

Fluorescence microscopy: The fluorescence images were recorded using a BD 

Pathway 855 HT confocal microscope, equipped with Olympus objectives (2×, NA = 

0.08; and 20×, NA = 0.75), a xenon arc lamp, a 488nm (10-nm bandwidth) bandpass 

excitation filter, a LP dichroic mirror (495 nm cutoff wavelength), a 624 nm (40-nm 

bandwidth) emission bandpass filter, and a CCD camera. To image large-area samples 

using the 2× objective, a montage was built from individual images, each consisting of 

1024×1344 pixels and representing a 3.197×4.196 mm2 region (image pixel area = 3.122 
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µm2). For higher-resolution imaging, the 20× objective was used and each pixel on the 

images covered an area of 312 nm2. To correct for uneven illumination throughout the 

wide fields of view, each recorded image, I(x,y), was divided by a background image, 

IBG(x,y), that is, an image of a uniformly fluorescent sample collected using the same 

optical path, normalized for the average background intensity, IBG: i.e. 

. 

Cyclic voltammetry: The cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were conducted 

at ambient room temperature using a Reference 600 potentiostat-galvanostat (Gamry 

Instruments, Warminster, PA), equipped with a three-electrode cell. A glassy carbon 

electrode was employed as a working electrode. A Pt wire and saturated calomel 

electrode (Gamry Instruments) were used as a counter electrode and a reference electrode, 

respectively. Before and after the measurements, the reference electrodes were stored in 

saturated solution of KCl. To prevent contamination, the reference electrode was brought 

into contact with the sample solutions via two salt bridges. The samples of nanoparticles 

were suspended in anhydrous acetonitrile electrolyte solutions containing 0.1 M 

tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate. Prior to each scan, the electrolyte suspension 

of nanoparticles was purged with pure argon gas, and the voltammograms were recorded 

at scan rate of 50 mV s–1. After completing the CV measurements for each sample, 

ferrocene was added to the solution and its half potential was compared with the 

previously reported, 0.45 V vs. SCE.91 For the QD-ODA samples, we observed: (1) a 

reversible wave with E(1/2) = –0.82 V vs. SCE; (2) an irreversible wave with an anodic 

peak, EA = –1.6 V vs. SCE; and (2) an irreversible wave with a cathodic peak, EC = 1.2 V 

Icorrected x, y   IBG I x, y  IBG x, y 
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vs. SCE. For the QD-Py, we observed similar voltammograms with: (1) a reversible 

reduction wave with E(1/2) = –0.86 V vs. SCE; (2) an irreversible reduction wave with EA 

= –1.9 V vs. SCE; and (3) two irreversible oxidation waves with cathodic peak potentials 

at 1.2 and 1.9 V vs. SCE. After several oxidation scans of the pyridine-coated QDs, an 

additional anodic peak at –0.6 V vs. SCE appeared. Considering that the SCE potential 

(multiplied by the Faraday constant) is 4.68 eV under the energy of an electron at rest in 

vacuum,92 and using the data for the reversible reduction waves, we estimated that the 

lowest energy levels of the conduction band (or of the LUMOs) of the QD-ODA and QD-

Py were at –3.86 eV and –3.82 eV vs. the vacuum level.         

Absorption and emission spectroscopy: Steady-state UV/visible absorption 

spectra were recorded using a JASCO V-670 spectrophotometer (Tokyo, Japan). For the 

liquid samples, we used the double-beam instrument in a transmission mode. For the 

solid film samples, e.g., QDs film on glass slides and QD/graphene hybrid solid samples, 

the absorption spectra were obtained from diffuse reflectance spectroscopy measurements 

using a 60 mm ψ integrating sphere equipped with an individual detector (Model ISN-

723, JASCO, Japan). For baseline, a transparent glass slide as a blank was used, and 

under identical settings the reflection spectra of the solid samples were recorded with the 

film, coating the sides, facing the integrating sphere. For all samples of solid films and 

for the glass blank, aluminum foil as a back-reflector was placed behind the glass slides. 

The absorption spectrum, A vs. , was determined from the reflectance, R: A() = – (1/2) 

lg(R()), where the division by 2 accounted for the reflector on the back of the 

transparent substrates.  
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Steady-state emission measurements were conducted using a FluoroLog-3 

spectrofluorometer (Horiba-Jobin-Yvon) equipped with double-grating monochromators 

and a TBX single-photon-counting detector. For the liquid samples, we used right-angle 

settings, and for the solid-film samples, the emission was recorded at small-angle 

configuration.93  

The fluorescence quantum yields, Φf, of the liquid sample were estimated from 

absorbance measured in transmission mode, and emission measured at right-angle 

settings, at room temperature using 10 mm optical-length quartz cuvette. For reference, 

we used a solution of rhodamine 6G in ethanol (Φf0 = 0.94). All solution samples were 

purged with N2. For the solid films, i.e., QDs on glass slides and the QD/graphene hybrid 

solid samples, the quantum yields were calculated from small-angle emission 

measurements and from the reflectance at the excitation wavelength (ex =600 nm). For 

the solid glass-slide samples, a solution of the reference was placed in a 2 mm optical-

length quartz cuvette, and mounted on the sample holder of the integrating sphere and on 

the small-angle emission setup.  

Time-resolved emission measurements of the solid films were conducted in a 

reflection mode with a FluoroLog-3 spectrofluorometer (Horiba-Jobin-Yvon) and a 

NanoLED laser was used for an excitation source (λex = 406 nm; half-height pulse width, 

W1/2 = 195 ps). The intensity of the excitation light was attenuated by placing reflection 

neutral-density filters on the beam path. For recording the profile of the excitation pulse 

(i.e., the instrument response function), we used aqueous solution of bovine serum 

albumin as a scatterer, setting λem = λex = 406 nm. The fluorescence decays were collected 
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near the QD emission maxima, λem = 630 nm, and fitted to mono- and multi-exponential 

functions via a deconvolution algorithm. The quality of the fits was monitored by 

examination of the residuals. All least-squares data fits were conducted using Igor Pro, 

version 6 (Wavematrics, Inc.) on MacOS and Windows XP workstations. There is a key 

limitation in the use of emission spectroscopy for characterizing strongly quenched 

heterogeneous systems such as QD-Py/graphene hybrid films. For luminophores with 

emission quantum yields smaller than 0.01, however, ensemble-average measurements 

represent less than 1% of the photoinitiated events. Therefore, we resorted to TA study. 

Transient absorption spectroscopy: The TA spectra were recorded in transmission 

mode using a Helios pump-probe spectrometer (Ultrafast Systems, LLC, Florida) 

equipped with a delay stage allowing maximum probe delays of 3.2 ns at 7 fs temporal 

step resolution, and with white-light generators providing UV/visible spectral range from 

350 to 800 nm.  

The laser source for the Helios was a SpitFire Pro 35F regenerative amplifier 

(Spectra Physics / Newport) generating 800-nm pulses (38 fs, 3.5 mJ, 55 nm bandwidth) 

at 1 kHz repetition rate. The amplifier was pumped with an Empower 30 Q-switched 

laser ran at 20 W, and a MaiTai SP oscillator provided the seed beam.  

For the pump, 500 mW of the amplifier output was sent into an optical parametric 

amplifier, OPA-800CU (Newport), equipped with a second- and forth-harmonic 

generators, 2G and 4G, respectively. For the reported data, the signal was tuned between 

1520 and 1,600 nm and the 4G output (380 to 400 nm) was sent to the Helios 

spectrometer, passed through an attenuating filter, a depolarizer, a chopper (blocking 
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every other pump pulse), and converged on the sample surface (about 2 mm beam 

diameter). The pump power was tuned between 1 and 5 J per pulse, which allowed for 

establishing the changes in the TA spectra due to the increase in the electron population 

in the CdSe conduction band.94 The analysis here is based on TA data for which the 

pump was tuned to 400 nm with energy of 1.5 J per pulse.   

For the probe, 10 mW of the amplifier output was reflected several meters back 

and forth over the table (to compensate for the pump delay in the OPA), introduced into 

the Helios, passed through the delay stage, the white-light generator, and focused on the 

sample surfaces, ensuring complete overlap by the pump beam. To obtain reasonable TA 

signal-to-noise ratios for the QD-Py/graphene samples, we used stacks of thin glass 

substrates, i.e., microscope cover slips one-sidedly coated with single-sheet graphene and 

QDs. Namely, we probed a stack of QD-Py/graphene monolayers separated from one 

another by hundreds of micrometers of dielectric, and a total optical density exceeding 

the ground-state absorption of the QD films with no graphene. For the samples of stacked 

cover slips, the recorded Raman-scattering repose of the blank samples provided the data 

for the chirp correction as implemented by using Surface Xplorer (Ultrafast Systems, 

LLC). The transient kinetics was analyzed using Surface Xplorer and Igor Pro. To 

exclude the spatial mismatching of the pump and probe for stacked cover slips, we 

aligned the pump and probe to make sure they overlapped as they enter and exit of the 

sample. The diameter of the pump beam is larger than the probe beam’s making the 

overlap possible for the angle, at which the two beams cross each other in the sample. 
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Photoelectrical measurements: The current-voltage measurements were carried 

out at room temperature, using an HP 4156C semiconductor parameter analyzer. For the 

investigating the photoinduced effects, the graphene films on the FET devices were 

illuminated with an UV lamp (365 nm) and power density of 0.2 W/cm2. 

 

2.1.3 Results and Discussion 

 

Scheme 2.1 Schematic illustration of the experimental setup.  (a) fabrication of GFET 

samples with back-gate; the left image shows an optical microscopy picture of a typical 

device and BCP coating, (b) fluorine doping of BCP coated device, (c) the cartoon of 

transferring BCP to GFET. 

 

Scheme 1 outlines the procedures for doping and BCP layer transfer. After device 

fabrication, BCP layers were transferred onto the device (scheme 2.1c). Briefly, the as-
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assembled copolymer films were peeled off from the Si/SiO2 substrate using 1wt% HF 

solution. The polymer film was then collected with graphene substrate and BCP 

microdomains were transferred onto synthesized fabricated graphene device. This 

technique is similar to the TEM sample preparation of metal loaded block copolymers.33 

The whole sample was then preserved under vacuum at 40 oC overnight so that polymer 

film can relax properly on the graphene. The patterned BCP was assembled according to 

well known protocols: typically, the Poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridne) (PS-b-P4VP) BCPs 

were dissolved in toluene/tetrahydrofuran at room temperature to make a 0.6 wt% 

polymer solution that was subsequently spin-coated at 2200 rpm onto a silicon wafer with 

300 nm thermally grown silicon dioxide. The as-spun copolymer films were then exposed 

to tetrahydrofuran vapor at room temperature for 180 min using a solvent annealing 

technique.33 In this process, exposure of thin films of BCP microdomains to saturated 

solvent vapor increased the mobility of the copolymer micelles resulting in the 

redistribution of those BCP microdomains.34-36 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images 

(Figure  2.1a) confirm the formation arrays of hexagonally ordered P4VP cylinders, with 

a typical dimater of ~ 30nm were organized after annealing. The two different functional 

groups, i.e. benzyl and pyridine, are expected to induce a doping effect to the GFET 

device. To substantiate this assumption, individual  polymers (P4VP and PS) and as-

formed BCP film were transferred onto GFETs as shown in scheme 1, and the current-

voltage (I-V) measurements were obtained. All the I-V measurements were carried out 

with a HP 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer at room temperature. 
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neutrality point, indicating no doping effect via PS patterning. Furthermore, the minimum 

conductivity was increased for all the polymers, especially for BCP doped GFET. It has 

been reported that minimum conductivity generally decreases by improving the 

homogeneity of the samples,38 and inhomogeneous potentials created by short-range 

scatterers cause suppression of conductivity for both carrier types.16 Thus, the result 

demonstrates the inhomogeneity of the sample upon transferring the polymer onto the 

graphene surface. 
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case observed with PEI doped GFETs.16 Both PS and P4VP decreased the conductivity of 

electron branch caused by short range scattering (Figure  2.4d), while they acted different 

for hole conduction. P4VP provides a n-type doping effect while the electron conduction 

was suppressed indicating short range scattering, causing a decrease in electron mobility.  

The estimated volume ratio of P4VP/PS in the present BCP is  0.73 with varying 

coverage areas on the graphene surface resulting in spatially different transport properties. 

This result suggests a good approach to change the concentration of holes and electrons 

with this spatially selective doping effect. The electron and hole mobilities were 

calculated using the following equation: 

μ = [(ΔIds/Vds) × (L/W)]/CoxΔVg, 

where L and W are the channel length and width, respectively, Cox is the silicon oxide 

gate capacitance (which is 1.08 × 10−8 F/cm2 for a gate oxide thickness of 300 nm), and 

Ids, Vds, and Vg are the drain−source current, the drain−source voltage, and the gate 

voltage, respectively.  
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temperature with the CF4 gas pressure fixed at 10 mTorr with different exposure times, 

while the CF4 flow rate was kept constant at 50 sccm, and graphene fluorination was 

performed with an RF power level of 25W. It has already been shown that carbon 

materials can be doped with fluorine by exposure to a CF4 plasma,39 and fluorine doping 

of graphene oxide (and its subsequent substitution by an amine group) has been recently 

reported.40 Also, Duan et al.8 have reported a graphene nanomesh novel structure with 

BCP as the template. They demonstrated that PS and PVP have different sensitivity to 

treatments with O2 plasma, enabling the nanomesh fabrication. Here we speculated that 

such a difference might be utilized in doping BCP-protected GFETs using a CF4 plasma. 

The covalent attachment of partial fluorine groups and carbon fluoride groups to 

graphene could offer an opportunity for achieving some unique transport properties, and 

the partial doping of BCP could indirectly alter these as well. Figure 2.5a shows a shift in 

the neutrality point with different exposure times to CF4 plasma. With an increase in 

exposure time, the neutrality point first shifted to right towards a positive value, and then 

shifted to left a little bit; and finally shifted to right again at longer exposure times. In this 

process, F, CF2 and CF3 radicals in the plasma play an important role in the reaction with 

BCP and graphene. Similar trends were observed with a total of 14 selected devices on 3 

different samples (Figure  2.6). Note that different devices required varying exposure 

times in modulating the shift of the neutrality point, perhaps because of different 

coverage patterns of BCP on the devices.  
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flurocarbon polymer may have formed on the surface of BCP which will indirectly cause 

p-type doping in graphene. The disappearance of these two functional groups enables 

restoring the pristine graphene properties, hence the subsequent reverse shift of the 

neutrality point is observed.  Figure 2.5b shows the normalized conductance-gate voltage 

curves obtained for different plasma exposure times. It is observed that with increasing 

exposure time, the electron conduction is preserved, whereas the hole conduction is 

altered significantly. During the plasma reaction process, it is likely to have more 

dangling bonds generated in polymer chains that are producing positive/negative charges 

which may induce a n/p-type doping effect. Considering the complexity of the 

experimental system, it is very difficult to pinpoint whether positively or negatively 

charged molecules are produced. Together with the charged molecules and the electron 

accepting characteristic of the CFx group on the device, an increase in the hole mobility 

was observed. When the exposure time was increased from 10s to 110s , the hole 

mobility increased from 440 cm2/V·s to 724 cm2/V·s. AFM images taken after a 110s of 

CF4 plasma treatment show that the domains of PS and P4VP are not clear any more. 

This further clarifies the reaction mechanism. Moreover, the minimum neutrality point 

couldn’t be returned to the value of that of pristine graphene because of the doping effect 

of the fluorinated polymer. These results point to a general route for tuning the transport 

properties of  polymer-coated graphene; theoretically, any kind of polymer could be 

doped with fluorine which will produce a polymer with fluorine groups and this could 

further change the transport properties of  graphene layers. 
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When the time of exposure of our samples to the CF4 plasma was increased to 

170s, the neutality point shifted towards right significantly, presumably because of direct 

doping of graphene with F, CF2 or CF3 radicals. The BCP-ordered structures were 

completely removed when the time increased to 200s, but the corresponding AFM image 

shows that some residues still remain on the graphene surface which could display a p-

type doping effect (Figure  2.1c). The loss of the protective layer should at the same time 

introduce more chances of F doping on the graphene and further decrease its conductivity. 

The need for this harsh treatment to remove the BCP demonstrates the stability of the 

BCP layer, which indicates that such BCP could be utilized as a protective layer for other 

applications, such as biochemical sensors. A control experiment was conducted by 

exposing the device without a BCP layer to plasma treatment for 10s, during which 60% 

of the devices weren’t conductive anymore and those which preserved their conductivty 

had  a high positive neutrality point value (Figure  2.7). The minimum value of 

conductance increased from 5×10-5S to 6.8×10-5S after plasma processing. This result 

further ractifies the significant role that BCP could play both as a protective layer and a 

doping layer to GFETs. 
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Figure 2.7 Typical source-drain current vs. gate voltage (Ids-Vg) curves of control sample 
of pristine graphene before (a) and after 30s CF4 plasma treatment (b), And (c) Ids-Vds 
curves of these two smaples which show the one order increase of resistivity after 30s 
plasma treatment. 
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 Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3 Peak 4 

Position (eV) 284.6 286.3 287.9 289.3 

Area (%) 68 19 7 6 

Assignment C-C C-O C=O C(O)O 

 

Table 2.1 The peak positions, peak areas, and assignments obtained from blank sample 
fittings. 

 

 

 Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3  Peak 4 Peak 5 Peak 6 

Position 284.6 286.3 287.9 289.3 291.1 293.2 

Area (%) 51 17 12 8 8 4 

Assignment C-C C-O C=O or 

C-CF3 

C(O)O 

Or C-F 

C-F2 C-F3 

Table 2.2 The peak positions, peak areas, and assignments obtained from F-doped 
sample fittings. 

 

To further examine the doping effect of fluorine to CVD grown graphene sheets, 

both x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)  and Raman spectroscopy data were taken 

for blank graphene and for graphene exposed to CF4 plasma for 10s. The reactive ion 

plasma etching conditions used here were the same as in the doping experiments 

disscussed above. It is clear that the intensity of the D peak of fluorinated graphene is 

much larger than that of the G and 2D peaks (Figure  2.8).  
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Figure 2.8 Raman spectra of graphene and fluorine doped graphene with CF4 plasma 
treatment for 10s. 
 

As the D resonance requires a defect for its activation, its presence is associated 

with an increased degree of disorder. Several studies on carbon nanotube and carbon bulk 

materials showed that sp3 bond which is produced from breaking of the sp2 network in 

graphene contributes to D peak intensity increase. The XPS study further confirms the 

existence of significant amounts of F in the films after plasma treatment (Figure 2.9). 

Interestingly, the total intensity of C drops while the intensities of O and Si (from the 

underlying substrate) increase (Figure  2.10). This may be caused by partial removal of 

the graphene layer during plasma processing. Deconvolution of the C 1s peak, following 

a procedure similar to that reported in the literature38,41, was carried out to better identify 

the carbon species present on the surface. Plots of the fittings of the C peaks are shown in 

Figure  2.11, and the resulting peak areas, peak positions, and assignments are listed in 

Tables 2.1 and 2.2. It was determined that a 10s exposure of graphene to the CF4 plasma 
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there is some degree of sp2 to sp3 carbon hybridization conversion in the graphene upon 

plasma treatment. The presence of C=O bonds in the blank sample also demonstrates a p-

type doping behavior of the sample, a possible reason for the positive shift of the 

neutrality point after the sample is exposed to air. 

2.1.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, assembling cylindrical microdomains of BCPs as protective layers 

on GFETs is a methodology to tune the electron and hole conduction of graphene. 

Spatially controlled fluorine doping could provide a general route to refined tuning of the 

electronic properties of BCP coated GFETs. Particularly interesting is that the BCP 

template could produce spatially ordered, organic–inorganic and organic–bioparticle 

hybrid materials26 which could be further utilized for sensing of gas or ions as permeable 

materials.  

2.2 Photoinduced Electron Transfer between Pyridine-Coated Cadmium Selenide 

Quantum Dots and Single-Sheet Graphene  

2.2.1 Introduction 

Recent advances in photovoltaics have demonstrated that composites of graphene 

and quantum dots (QDs) are promising candidates for energy-conversion applications.42-

46 The ability to attain graphene sheets with relatively large areas, along with its metallic-

like lateral electrical conductivity, has drawn the ever-growing interest on this carbon 

allotrope as the media of choice for collection and transport of photo-generated charge 

carriers in photovoltaic (PV) devices.46-50  
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The absorbance of single-sheet graphene, however, does not exceed ~10–2 in the 

visible region of the spectrum.51-53 Furthermore, photoexcited graphene undergoes 

ultrafast relaxation to low-lying excited states (i.e., only tenths of eV above the ground 

state), with lifetimes of the optical phonons that barely exceed 1 ps.54-55 These short 

lifetimes of graphene excited states, along with its relatively small absorptivity 

throughout the visible spectral region, present a principal shortcoming for the use of this 

carbon allotrope as a single sheet by itself for light-energy conversion applications.  

In graphene-based composites, chalcogenide QDs are the principal light 

sensitizers because of their: (1) relatively long excited-state lifetimes; and (2) relatively 

large bandgaps, tunable between ~1.5 and >3 eV. In the design of PV devices, bulk-

heterojunction (BHJ)42 and tandem46 architectures allow not only for an increase in the 

contact area between the graphene phase and the QD sensitizers, but also for an increase 

in the overall light absorptivity of the composite films.  

Zero-dimensional semiconductor nanoarchitectures, such as quantum dots, with 

their size-tunable optical and electronic properties, provide the means for attaining widely 

diverse hybrid structures with solid conductors or semiconductors.56-57 The QD unique 

properties, such as relatively high energy conversion efficiency (beyond the Schockley-

Queisser limit),58 photostability, and size-controllable band gaps and redox properties, 

make them highly desirable for light harvesting applications.59-60  

Implementing elegant multiscale architectures in quantum-dot-sensitized PV 

devices has allowed for concurrent attainment of increased light absorptivity, decreased 

paths of exciton migration (prior to charge separation), and efficient collection of charge 
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carriers.61-66 Conversely, BHJ materials provide facile means for constructing large-area 

PV devices that, while lacking the potential for high conversion efficiency, do not have 

the fabrication complexity of QD-containing structures requiring multiscale order.67-70 In 

such heterophasic PV devices, one-dimensional conducting materials, i.e., quantum wires 

(QRs), provide pathways for long-range charge transport uninterrupted by interfaces, 

which is essential for increased carrier-collection efficiencies. Indeed, carbon nanotubes 

and other QRs have become intricate components of recently developed PV devices.68-70  

Alternatively, two-dimensional materials, such as quantum wells (QWs), provide 

unique capabilities for efficient collection of photogenerated charge carriers within the 

same phase, spread over large working areas.42,46,48 The two-dimensional QW 

morphology of graphene, along with its high electron and hole mobility,71 has made this 

carbon allotrope a desirable scaffold for optoelectronic and photovoltaic applications.72-73  

Many of the proposed QD/QW hybrid material for PV applications employ 

graphene oxide (GO) or reduced graphene oxide (RGO) as QW.42-44,74-75 The dispersion 

of graphitic carbon into exfoliated sheets of GO offers chemical-based approaches for 

producing RGO sheets.50,75 Reduction of GO sheets, however, allows only for a partial 

restoration of the sp2 network.76-78  

As an alternative, others and we have employed chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

for growing films of graphene with structural and electronic properties superior to those 

of RGO.79-83 Most importantly, size scalability of graphene films grown via CVD is the 

key advantage for meeting the requirements for fabricating large-area PV and other 
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optoelectronic devices: e.g., CVD allows for fabricating single-sheet graphene with areas 

exceeding five square inches.79,84 

Graphene is known to quench photoluminescence (PL) of cadmium chalcogenide 

QDs.85-86 Three phenomena can account for the reported emission quenching: (1) 

resonance energy transfer; (2) electron-exchange energy transfer; and (3) charge 

separation. Non-radiative dipole-dipole resonance energy transfer (i.e., via Förster 

mechanism) does not require electronic coupling between the materials and can be 

effective between the QDs and the graphene surfaces even at distances that exceed 10 

nm.87 For high-symmetry systems, however, that involve transition quadrupoles and 

transition octapoles (instead of transition dipoles), the distances for efficient resonance 

energy transfer are shortened.88  

Alternatively, electron-exchange energy transfer (i.e., via Dexter mechanism)88 

involves simultaneous oppositely directed electron-transfer processes: i.e., from the 

conduction band of the photoexcited QDs to the graphene and from the graphene to the 

valence band of the excited QDs. Because electron-exchange energy transfer requires 

electronic coupling between materials, its efficiency falls off considerably for interfacial 

QD-graphene distances exceeding about 1 nm. Furthermore, for such Dexter-type energy 

transfer, the rates of the two opposing electron transfer steps should be compatible. When 

one of the opposing electron-transfer processes is faster than the other, however, the QD-

exciton deactivation results in charge separation: i.e., either electron or hole transfer from 

the QDs to the graphene. This photoinduced charge separation is the key process for light 
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harvesting QD/QW materials, i.e., for converting absorbed light energy into free n- and 

p-carriers.  

The balance between the three mechanisms of PL quenching in QD/graphene 

hybrids depends not only on the match between the electronic properties of the QDs and 

the graphene, but also on the media that separates the QD and the graphene. For example, 

coating with alkyl derivatives increases the stability and solubility of QDs. Such alkyl 

coatings, however, efficiently suppress charge transfer,89 making resonance energy 

transfer to graphene the prevailing quenching pathway, as recently demonstrated for 

CdSe/ZnS QDs functionalized with trioctylphosphine oxide.85 Alternatively, when bare 

CdSe/ZnS QDs were deposited on graphene, their PL quenching resulted from 

photoinduced charge separation.86 Analogously to QD/QW, for QD/QR devices (i.e., 

devices of QDs on single-wall carbon nanotubes) stabalizing the CdSe QDs with coatings 

of small aromatic amines, i.e., pyridine, was essemtial for attaining photoconversion.90  

In this section, we utilized large-area CVD-fabricated single-sheet graphene to 

investigate the interfacial photoinduced charge transfer between pyridine-coated CdSe 

QDs and the carbon allotrope. Although the Fermi level of graphene lies between the 

valence and the conduction band of the inorganic particles, we observed preferential 

directionality of the photoinduced electron transfer from CdSe phase to the carbon 

allotrope.  

Time-resolved spectroscopy revealed three modes of photoinduced charge 

separation: (1) a picosecond transfer of relaxed electrons from CdSe to graphene; (2) a 

sub-picosecond transfer high-energy carriers to graphene; and (3) a direct excitation to 
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CdSe-graphene charge-transfer states. In addition, we observed evidence for pico- and 

subpico-second formation of pyridine radical cation, indicating hole transfer from the 

CdSe phase to the aromatic coating ligands. Concurrently, the photoelectric properties of 

the QD/QW films revealed that the light-induced processes populated the graphene phase 

with n-carriers, indicating for photoinduced transfer of electrons from the CdSe to the 

carbon allotrope. While the hole shift to the coating pyridine ligands would decrease the 

overall distance for electron transfer from the graphene phase, this process was less 

favorable than the electron transfer from the chalcogenide to the carbon allotrope. We 

ascribed the observed preferred directionality of photoinduced electron transfer from the 

QDs to the relatively large reorganization energy for injecting holes at energy levels 

considerably below the graphene Dirac points.   

2.2.2 Results and Discussion 

2.2.2.1 Hybrid Films of Quantum Dots and Graphene 

A method based on CVD allowed us to synthesize single layers of graphene with 

areas of about 2 in2, as we have previously reported.82 We deposited the graphene on 

smooth substrates such as glass and silicon, and characterized it using Raman 

spectroscopy and fluorescence quenching microscopy.83 

For a light-sensitizer of the hybrid films, we employed CdSe QDs that were 

coated with octadecylamine (ODA) or pyridine (Py). We used commercially available 

ODA-coated QD samples that were a 3:2 mixture of CdSe and ZnS crystals with an 

average diameter of about five nanometers as determined by transmission electron 
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microscopy, TEM (Figure  2.12a). Because of the bandgap difference between the two 

materials, we could selectively photoexcite the CdSe QDs in the visible and near UV 

regions without interference from the ZnS particles. Therefore, we can regard the light-

absorbing material as predominantly CdSe QD photosensitizers diluted with ZnS QDs, 

and hence our discussion focuses on the former. Treating of QD-ODA with Py resulted in 

an exchange of the aliphatic with the aromatic ligands as we confirmed using infrared 

spectroscopy. As determined with TEM, the treatment with pyridine did not alter the 

inorganic components of the particles (Figure  2.12b).  

Covalent grafting of graphene with functional materials requires breaking of its -

conjugation. Therefore, we resorted to non-covalent self-assembly to coat the graphene 

surfaces with QDs. Dropping diluted suspensions of pyridine-coated QDs on the surfaces 

of the carbon allotrope, followed by multiple washes, produced hybrid graphene films 

with organically coated inorganic nanoparticles. We observed that pyridine coatings of 

the QDs was essential for obtaining densely packed monolayers of QDs with minimum 

clumps over large areas of graphene (Figure  2.12c, d). The QD-Py nanoparticles tend to 

form monolayer islands with density of about 1.14 particles per 100 nm2 calculated from 

SEM images (Figure  2.12d). The ODA-coated QDs did not manifest the same propensity 

for self-assembly in monolayers on the carbon substrate (Figure  S1). Hence, the balance 

between the interfacial energies between the three phases, i.e., the solvent 

(pyridine/toluene), the graphene and the pyridine coatings, provided the optimal 

conditions for self-assembly of monolayers of QDs on single-sheet graphene.  
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a   b  

c    

d  

 

Figure 2.12 Microscopy images of quantum dots (QDs) and of QD films. 
(a, b) Representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of (a) QD-ODA, 
and (b) QD-Py. Insets: FFTs of the lattice images of selected particles. The reflections 
were estimated to be from {111} planes of cubic CdSe, as indexed in the FFTs of the 
lattices. (c) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of QD-Py/graphene film. Inset: 
SEM image of the film at higher magnification. (d) Confocal fluorescence microscopy 
image of QD-Py/graphene film (ex = 488 nm with10-nm bandwidth; and em = 624 nm 
with 40-nm bandwidth).  
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Coating of QDs with pyridine indeed enhances their adherence to carbon-based 

surfaces, such as highly oriented pyrolitic graphite and carbon nanotubes,95-97 which was 

in agreement with our observations (Figure  2.12c, d). To drive the fomation of QD 

monolayers on graphene, the pyridine moieties had to provide an approach for 

sufficiently strong adhesion between the CdSe QDs and the carbon allotrope. With the 

coordination bond between pyridine and a metal ion, such as cadmium and zinc, lying on 

the plane of the aromatic ring, the organic ligands in the QD-Py would be oriented away 

from the surfaces of the inorganic nanoparticles.98-99 Therefore, at the point of contact 

between a QD-Py and graphene, the pyridine aromatic rings are unlikely to orient in 

parallel to the surface of the carbon allotrope (without introducing significant bond 

tension). As a result, π-π stacking cannot account for the observed adhesion, as it has 

been previously suggested for adsorption of Py-coated nanoparticles to similar carbon 

allotropes.49,90,95,97 Considering the structural features of the face-to-edge interactions 

between aromatic residues in proteins and other biomolecules,100-102 we ascribed the 

observed QD-Py adhesiveness to favorable contacts between the graphene -conjugation 

and the edges of the obliquely oriented pyridine ligands.  

 

2.2.2.2 Absorption and Emission Properties of The Hybrid Films  

The exchange of the aliphatic ligands, ODA, with the aromatic amine, Py, caused 

only about three-to-four nanometer red shifts in the QD absorption and emission spectra, 

corresponding to about a 10-meV decrease in the optical band gap (Figure  2.13a). When 
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deposited as films on glass surfaces, the pyridine-coated QDs exhibited about five-to-

seven nanometer red shift and broadening of their spectral features (Figure  2.13b), which 

was consistent with electronic coupling between the QDs when clustered into the solid 

assemblies. Overall, the optical band gap of the CdSe QDs was about 2 eV, as estimated 

from the absorption and emission spectra analogously to estimate the zero-to-zero energy, 

X00, of organic chromophores (Figure  2.13a, b). 
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a  

b  

c  

Figure 2.13 Absorption and emission properties of films of Py- and ODA-coated QDs: 
(a) dissolved in toluene; and (b, c) deposited on bare glass (QD-ODA and QD-Py) or on 
graphene-coated glass (QD-Py/graphene). (a) Comparison between the normalized 
steady-state absorption and emission spectra of QD-ODA and QD-Py suspended in 
toluene (ex = 420 nm). (b) Steady-state absorption and emission spectra of QD-Py films 
and of single-layer graphene. The absorption spectra of the solid films were obtained 
from reflectance measurements using an integrating sphere, and the emission spectra 
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were recorded using a small-angle setup (for the main panel, ex = 420 nm; and for the 
inset, ex = 600 nm). For improved visualization, the emission spectra of graphene and of 
QD-Py/graphene were scaled up by a factor of 50 The dotted blue line corresponds to the 
solution QD-Py emission spectrum (a). (a, b) For estimation of the QD band gaps, the 
zero-to-zero energy was calculated from the crossing points of the normalized steady-
state absorption and emission spectra.   

Conversely, the presence of graphene had a pronounced effect on the pyridine-

coated QDs (Figure  2.13b). The single-sheet graphene induced: (1) a loss of fine 

structure and broadening of the QD-Py absorption spectra (as apparent at the red edge); 

and (2) quenching of the QD emission (Figure  2.13b). The former was indicative of 

ground-state electronic coupling between the confined CdSe states and the graphene, i.e., 

coupling mediated through the pyridine layer separating the carbon substrate from the 

CdSe semiconductor (Scheme 2.2). The latter was indicative of efficient photoinduced 

processes that deactivated the CdSe excited states, i.e., processes such as charge or 

energy transfer occurring in time scales shorter than the lifetimes of the CdSe excited 

states that decay radiatively. Indeed, while the emission quantum yield, , of the QD-Py 

films on glass was 0.028±0.003, the values of  for the QD-Py mono-layer on graphene 

ranged between about 2×10-4 – 2×10-3.  
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decrease in the lifetimes upon exchanging ODA with Py was within the experimental 

uncertainty. When QD-Py nanoparticles were deposited on graphene, however, their 

emissive states exhibited predominantly short lifetimes, i.e., in the sub-nanosecond time 

domain (Figure  2.13c). These findings demonstrated that coating the QDs with small 

aromatic ligands not only drove their self-assembly into monolayers over the graphene, 

but also provided considerable electronic coupling between the semiconducting 

chalcogenide and the carbon allotrope essential for mediating photoinduced processes 

responsible for the observed emission quenching.  

Comparison of the emission quantum yields, , obtained from different QD-

Py/graphene samples (from steady-state measurements) with their emission lifetimes, τ 

(from TCSPC), presented a discrepancy with important implications. While the measured 

emission-decay lifetimes from the different QD-Py/graphene samples exhibited only 

about two-fold variations between the samples, the corresponding values of  varied 

about an order of magnitude, i.e., they were between ~15 and ~150 times smaller than Ф 

of the QD-Py films on glass. In contrast, the values of  of the QD-Py/graphene samples 

were only 10 – 20 times smaller than  of QD-Py films deposited on bare glass without 

graphene.  

We ascribe this discrepancy to the inherent heterogeneity of the solid-film 

samples. While most of the QDs were deposited as monolayers on the graphene, 

multilayered clusters of QDs (i.e., film imperfections) were the principal source of the 

PL. The emission quantum yield averages the properties of all QDs deposited on the 

graphene. In the monolayers, all QDs were in direct contact with graphene. The 
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multilayers, however, contained QDs that were not in contact with graphene. Should Ф of 

the multilayered QDs exceed with at least two orders of magnitude Ф of the monolayered 

QDs, a few percent variations in the amount of clustered QDs (from a sample to sample) 

would alter the measured ensemble-average emission quantum yield with an order of 

magnitude or more, which was consistent with our observations.  

Fluorescence microscopy allowed us to confirm the origin of the observed 

discrepancy between the trends in the values of  and  for the QD-Py/graphene samples. 

SEM images of QD-Py/graphene samples revealed relatively dense coverage of surfaces 

with nanoparticles, (Figure  2.12c, d). Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of the 

same films showed that most of the areas covered with the QD-Py nanoparticles were 

dark (Figure  1d). Concurrently, the same images of the QD-Py/graphene films also 

showed spots with high emission intensity, which we attributed to agglomerated sites of 

pyridine-coated QDs on the graphene film (Figure  2.12d), i.e. sites containing QDs that 

lack sufficient electronic coupling with the graphene.  

These results suggested that the QD-Py/graphene PL from the strongly 

luminescent QD clusters dominated the emission from the spectroscopy measurements 

(Figure  2.13b). If the mono-layered pyridine-coated QDs were not luminescent (i.e., if 

the  values of the graphene-quenched PL of the QD-Py nanoparticles did not exceed a 

few picosecond, which is under the dynamic range of TCSPC), variations in the amount 

of multilayered QDs would change the PL intensity (and hence the calculated Ф), but 

would not alter to the same extent the rates with which these clustered QDs decay 

radiatively. Thus, the emission quenching rate constant of about 5×109 s-1, extracted from 
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TCSPC measurements, represented the photoinduced process mostly from the clustered 

QDs that were not in a direct contact with the graphene surface.  

 

2.2.2.3 Transient-Absorption Dynamics 

To overcome the limitation of emission spectroscopy and to discover the real 

interaction between monolayer QDs and graphene, we employed pump-probe transient-

absorption spectroscopy that allowed us to monitor transitions involving the confined 

CdSe states regardless of their radiative characteristics.103 Transient absorption (TA) 

spectra of the QD films on glass exhibited the characteristic features of transitions 

between confined states of cadmium chalcogenide nanocrystals (Figure  2.14).94,104-105 

Within the first few hundred femtoseconds after the excitation, the Stark effect from the 

photoinduced redistribution of charge carriers manifested itself in: (1) bleaching of the 

ground-state absorption resulting in Bi bands; and (2) shifts in the energy levels of the 

states associated with the optical transitions, resulting in Ai bands at the blue or red edges 

of the Bi bands (Figure  2.14a – c).94 The similarity between the early-time TA spectra 

and the second derivative of the ground-state absorption of the CdSe QDs was in accord 

with the Coulombic origin of the Ai and Bi features that appeared immediately after the 

excitation (Figure  2.14c).106 

The further growth of the B1 and B2 bands, which continued for a few 

picoseconds after the excitation pulse, was ascribed to the dynamics of intraband 

relaxation.94 Indeed, sub-picosecond and picosecond intraband relaxation of the 

photoexcited CdSe QDs, leading to filling of the low-lying 1Se quantum size level (QSL) 
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with electrons,107 further enhances the magnitude of the B1 and B2 TA bands.94 At the 

high-energy transitions (e.g., at 530 – 515 nm) within about 400 fs, A reached its most 

negative values (Figure  2.14e). In comparison, the B1 and B2 bands manifested slower 

growth, exhibiting multiexponential kinetics with   ≈ 1 ps, to reach their most negative 

A values at about 5 ps (Figure  2.14e). This picosecond growth of B1 and B2 was 

consistent with the filling of the low-lying QSLs in the conduction band (CB) with 

electrons via intraband relaxation.94 

The recovery of the ground state absorption (i.e., the bleach recovery) manifested 

biexponential kinetics, which was quite similar for the QD-ODA and QD-Py films with 

no graphene (Figure  2.14f). For the QD-ODA and for QD-Py, the time constants, , of 

the fast components of the bleach recovery at the B1 bands were about 250 ps, and of the 

slow components – close to 2 ns (Figure  2.14f). The nanosecond slow-components of the 

TA kinetics, however, should be viewed with caution in a somewhat qualitative manner. 

The upper limit of the time dynamic range of the pump-probe setup was 3.2 ns. 

Therefore, we cannot claim statistical significance for values of  exceeding ~1 ns: i.e., it 

is challenging to claim statistical discernibility between such time constants that are 

relatively long for the recorded datasets, and the baseline offset, ∞ ≈ unrecoverable TA + i 

exp(–t / (i >> 1 ns)). Meanwhile, fitting the B1 kinetics with triexponential functions, in 

which we introduced the lifetime values from the TCSPC studies (Figure  2) and kept 

them fixed, yielded similar time constants, 1, for the fast components. This latter 

triexponential analysis, however, required an assumption that the kinetics of the bleach 

recovery at 625 nm followed the kinetics of deactivation of the PL states of the CdSe. 
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Do pyridine ligands affect the excited-state kinetics of the QDs? The TA spectra 

of the QD-ODA and the QD-Py films had quite similar TA features. In the B1 and B2 

spectral regions, they exhibited practically the same TA kinetics (Figure  2.14a, b, e, f). 

Conversely, a closer examination of the TA spectra at the region between 520 and 570 

nm reveled that QD-Py films had consistently more positive A than QD-ODA films, 

which persisted over tens of picoseconds (Figure  2.14d). The TA kinetic curves recorded 

at 570 nm further illustrate this trend (Figure  2.14e, f). Such TA feature has been 

previously reported for pyridine-coated CdSe QDs and was ascribed to the radical-cation 

transient of the ligand (Py+).108 Indeed, pyridine is a hole scavenger for chalcogenide 

QDs.109-110 The absorption of the Py+ transient extends from the near UV to the mid 

visible spectral region,111-112 and in the TA spectra of pyridine-coated CdSe QDs, it 

appears as a weak broad band at wavelengths shorter than ~570 nm.108 Our findings, 

therefore, suggested that QD-Py films exhibited a charge-transfer excited state, in which 

the holes resided on the pyridine ligands.   
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a        b  

c         d  

e  f  

Figure 2.14 Transient absorption (TA) dynamics of QD films deposited on glass with no 
graphene. (a) TA spectra of a QD-ODA film recorded at different times after the 
excitation. (b) TA spectra of a QD-Py film in comparison with its reflectance, R, from 
which the ground-state absorbance was determined (A400 nm = 0.10). The weak negative 
signal at ~650 nm was ascribed to the stimulated emission (SE). (c) Comparison between 
an early-time TA features and the second derivative of the ground-state absorption of a 
QD-Py film, with the corresponding assignments of the absorption, Ai, and bleaching, Bi, 
bands. (d) Comparison between B1-normalized TA spectra of QD-ODA and QD-Py 
films. (e, f) TA kinetic curves of QD films recorded at three spectral regions. For ease of 
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comparison, the curves were plotted against different A ordinates, normalizing the 
initial bleach minima. At 625 nm, biexponential data fits of the bleach recovery yielded: 
for QD-ODA 1 = 250±20 ps (1 = –0.45), 2 = 1.9±0.7 ns (2 = –0.32), and an offset ∞ 
= –0.22; for QD-Py 1 = 260±50 ps (1 = –0.34), 2 = 1.6±0.6 ns (2 = –0.43), and an 
offset ∞ = –0.23. (pump = 400 nm, 1.5 J per pulse, 38-fs pulse width of the 
fundamental at 800 nm.) 

 

Deposition of pyridine-coated QDs on single-sheet graphene dramatically 

changed their TA dynamics (Figure  2.15). The bleach recovery at the B1 band had two 

principal components with time constants of about 20 and 300 ps (Figure  2.15b), which 

was consistent with previously reported rates of photoinduced electron transfer between 

CdSe QDs and single-wall carbon nanotubes.113    

The TA kinetic curves for QD-Py/graphene, however, did not exhibit the 

picosecond features of intraband relaxation that we observed for the other QD films. For 

the samples without graphene the growth of the B1 band continued a few picoseconds 

after the excitation (Figure  2.14e, 4b). For QD-Py/graphene films, A at 625 nm grew to 

its minimum within about 400 fs, prior to initiating the bleach recovery (Figure  2.15b). 

Similarly, the bleach recovery at 515 nm for QD-Py/graphene samples exhibited 

considerably faster rates than the rates of the B4 dynamics of the other QD samples 

(Figure  2.15b). For QD-Py/graphene, A at 515 nm reached its minimum at about 300 

fs, followed by bleach recovery with a sub-picosecond principal kinetic component: 1 = 

0.26 ps with 1 = –0.44 (Figure  2.15b). Because the B bands are indicative of populating 

the low-lying QSLs in the conduction band with electrons,94 these kinetic findings for 

QD-Py/graphene indicated that the photogenerated negative charge carriers were 
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removed from the conduction band of CdSe prior to their picosecond intraband 

relaxation. Namely, some of the pathways of deactivation of the confined CdSe excited 

states involved unrelaxed charge carriers, such as “hot” electrons.114 

A close examination of the TA spectra of the QD-Py/graphene films revealed the 

lack of the “dip” at 540 – 550 nm characteristic for the B3 band, which was especially 

apparent for the sub-picosecond QD-Py spectra (Figure  2.15a vs. 2.14b). While the 

negative A values were indicative for the CdSe bleach bands in the QD-Py/graphene 

films, the broad TA spectral feature, between about 530 and 560 nm with slightly more 

positive A, could be ascribed to the transients of oxidized pyridine, Py+. The low 

absorptivity of the Py+ transient in comparison with the CdSe TA Bi bands, along with 

the inherently small signal-to-noise ratio of the TA of monolayered QD-Py/graphene 

films, makes this interpretation somewhat challenging. The formation of Py+ upon 

photoexcitation of pyridine-coated CdSe QDs, however, was consistent not only with the 

comparison between the QD-Py and QD-ODA films without graphene (Figure  3d), but 

also with previous reports on similar nanoparticles.108           

Another characteristic of the TA for the QD-Py/graphene was the noticeably 

small A values. The ground-state optical density at the excitation wavelength was 

similar for all samples within a factor of two. Concurrently, the A values for the TA of 

QD-Py/graphene films were consistently about an order of magnitude smaller than the A 

values of the QD-Py films without graphene (Figure  2.14, 2.15). This finding indicated 

that a part of the absorbed light energy did not generate excited states with TA features in 

the visible region of the spectrum. A plausible explanation could be sought in the direct 
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photoexcitation to charge-transfer states between the CdSe and the graphene phase. 

(Indeed, such relatively long-range interfacial charge separation does not have TA 

features detectible in the visible region of the spectrum, consistent with the electron-

transfer induced TA bleach recovery.113,115) As we mentioned above, the broadening of 

the QD-Py/graphene ground-state absorption in comparison with the QD films with no 

graphene (Figure  2.13b), suggested for a relatively strong electronic coupling between 

the CdSe and the graphene that would be essential for a direct photoexcitation to states 

with such long-range charge-transfer character.   

Control sample of ODA-coated QDs on graphene showed smaller effect on the 

TA dynamics (Figure  S2). Most of the bleach recovery of B1for QD-ODA/graphene 

followed a biexponential pattern with time constants of about 0.2 and 2 ns. At early times, 

however, a fast positive change in the A contributed to about 10% of the bleach 

recovery for the QD-ODA/graphene TA at 625 nm, i.e., 1 about 13 ps with 1 = 0.13 

(Figure  2.15b). Because this is a relatively small contribution to the TA kinstics, we 

cannot readily ascribe it to the intrinsic properties of the QD-ODA/graphene films. While 

this fast TA feature is in agreement with the rates of charge transfer between CdSe QDs 

and carbon allotropes,it can also be representative of a small population of QDs that have 

defects in their coatings at the interface with graphene: i.e., defects that provide pathways 

for pronouncedly efficient quenching of the states responsible for the B1 band. 
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a b  

 

Figure 2.15 Transient absorption (TA) dynamics of QD-Py films deposited on single-
sheet graphene on glass substrates. (a) TA spectra of monolayers of pyridine-coated QDs 
deposited on graphene recorded at different times after the excitation. For improved 
signal-to-noise ratios, the samples were composed of stacks of three cover slips, with 
single-side deposited QD-Py/graphene monolayers (ground-state sample absorption at the 
excitation wavelength: A400 nm = 0.11). (b) Comparison between the kinetics, recorded at 
the B1 and B4 bands, of pyridine-coated QDs deposited on graphene and on bare glass. 
For visualization of the sub-picosecond dynamics, the early time-scale (i.e., for t ≤ 2 ps) 
was extended. For the graphene samples multiexponential data fits of the bleach recovery 
yielded: at 625 nm, 1 = 19±3 ps (1 = –0.49), 2 = 270±50 ps (2 = –0.42), and an offset 
∞ = –0.09; and at 515 nm, 1 = 260±60 fs (1 = –0.44), 2 = 3.9±1.2 ps (2 = –0.23), 3 = 
60±11 ps (3 = –0.27), and ∞ = –0.06 (pump = 400 nm, 1.5 J per pulse, 38-fs pulse 
width of the fundamental at 800 nm.) 

2.2.2.4 Photoelectric Properties of The Hybrid Films 

To examine if the observed PL quenching and the accelerated bleach recovery of 

the Py-coated QDs deposited on graphene were a result of photoinduced electron transfer 

from the CdSe to the carbon allotrope, we fabricated field effect transistor (FET) devices 

incorporating QD-Py/graphene hybrid films (Scheme 2.3). Using CVD, we patterned 

single-sheet graphene on p-doped silicon wafer covered with thin insulating layer of 

SiO2. Gold strips formed source and drain contacts, and the graphene with the isolated Si 

substrate formed the gate (Scheme 2.3).  
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Scheme 2.3 Field effect transistor (FET) with hybrid film deposited on the insulating 
SiO2 layer over the gate, and providing electrical contact between the source (S) and the 
drain (D). 

 

Due to this lack of continuous network (Figure  2.12d), the QD-Py layer did not 

provide a direct electrical contact between the source and the drain, as evident from the 

lack of detectible conductivity in the FET devices that did not contain graphene. 

Concurrently, the carrier mobility that we estimated for single-sheet graphene from the 

FET devices without QDs was 1,500 cm2 V-1 s-1, which was at the lower end of reported 

values for charge mobility in CVD-grown graphene of about 1,000 to 6,000 cm2 V-1 s-

1.116-117 Since the charge mobility in the carbon allotrope was considerably higher than 

that of the broken QD network, we concluded that the single-sheet graphene (rather than 

the QD layer) was the principal carrier-transporting medium for the FET devices. 

Upon illumination, the conductivity of the QD-Py/graphene hybrid films 

increased, as evident from the increase in the slope of the curves showing the effect of the 

applied drain-source voltage, Vds, on the measured current, Ids (Figure  2.16a). Namely, 

illumination of the QD-Py nanoparticles (that were the principal light absorber in the 

I ds
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film) increased the number of charge carriers in the graphene phase (that provided the 

electrical contact between the drain and the source), which was consistent with 

photoinduced charge transfer (i.e., transfer of electrons and/or holes) from the QDs to the 

carbon allotrope. In addition, the observed linearity in the current dependence on the 

voltage demonstrated metallic characteristics of the single-sheet graphene film.  

Concurrently, the curves representing the dependence of Ids on the applied gate 

voltage, Vgs, revealed n-doping of the graphene upon photoexcitation of the QDs. The 

illumination caused a negative shift in the Dirac point, i.e., in the minimum of Ids vs. Vgs 

at constant Vds (Figure  2.16b), which was indicative of n-doping of the conductive 

media.12 Because the graphene, and not the QD layer, acted as a carrier channel in the 

FET devices, this light-induced n-doping of the conducting media was an indication of 

injection of electrons from the QDs into the carbon allotrope. A collection of positive 

charges in the QD layer, i.e., positive front gating that opposes the potential of the back 

gate, would also cause a negative shift in the Ids/Vback gate Dirac point.118-119 Both 

phenomena that could lead to the observed negative shift were consistent with prevalent 

photoinduced electron transfer from the CdSe to the graphene phase.  

The kinetics of photoswitching of the FET devices provided evidence for long-

lived photoinduced charging of the QD-Py/graphene films (Figure  2.16c). Turning on the 

illumination of the QD films caused an increase in Ids, which reached saturation within a 

few seconds,  ≈ 4 s (Figure  2.16c). Although the rate constants of the photoinduced 

charge transfer exceeded 1010 s–1, as estimated from the time-resolved spectroscopy 

studies, the kinetics of this Ids jump represented the attainment of steady state between the 
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light-driven influx of n-carrier into the graphene phase, the loss of the n-carriers via back 

charge transfer or trapping, and the in- and out-transport of the charge carriers through 

the source and drain terminals. Conversely, turning off the illumination did not cause a 

fast drop in Ids. Instead, the measured current gradually decreased with a time constant of 

about 140±30 s (Figure  2.16c), which was in agreement with previous reports on 

photoswitching mediated by hybrid materials of pyridine-coated CdSe QDs and carbon 

nanotubes.90 This finding indicated that minutes after ceasing the illumination, 

photogenerated charge carriers still lingered in the film that was consistent with the 

energy-storage capabilities of graphene hybrid materials.120-122  
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a  b  

c  

Figure 2.16 Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of field-effect transistor FET devices 
comprising QD-Py/graphene films under illumination ( = 365 nm, 0.2 W cm–2) and 
under dark conditions. (a) Representative drain-source current-voltage lines for a FET 
device with the illumination on and off (Vgs = 0 V). (b) Representative I-V curves 
showing the dependence of the drain-source current, Ids, on the gate voltage, Vgs, with the 
illumination on and off (Vds = 0.1 V). (c) Photoinduced changes in the drain-source 
current of a FET device (Vds = 0.1 V; Vgs = 0 V). The illumination on/off cycle involved 
turning the light on for 30 s, and keeping it off for 4 to 8 minute. The time constant of the 
current increase upon turning the illumination on was 4.3±1.6 s; and the time constant of 
current decrease upon turning the illumination off was 140±30 s. 

2.2.2.5 Photoinduced Charge Transfer Between Cdse QDs and Graphene  

The reported work function of graphite is 4.5–5.0 eV,123-125 placing its Fermi level 

between the valence and the conduction band of the CdSe QDs (Scheme 2.2).86 

Therefore, the photoexcited QDs can act as electron donors and as electron acceptors. 

Concurrently, the QDs can also act as energy donors, transferring their excitons into the 
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graphene phase via a resonance (Förster-like) or an electron-exchange (Dexter) 

mechanism.87-88 In fact, Brus et al. have reported efficient resonance energy transfer from 

CdSe QDs (em = 655 nm) to single-sheet graphene with time constants of about 250 ps.85 

We observed similar dynamics for the deactivation of the CdSe excited state in the QD-

Py/graphene films as illustrated by the principal emission decay time constant, 1 = 

180±30  ps (Figure  2.13c), and the slow component of TA B1 recovery, 2 = 270±50 ps 

(Figure  2.15b). Despite the similarities between our kinetic findings and the previously 

reported energy-transfer dynamics, we do not have evidence to prove or disprove whether 

this emission and TA dynamics was a result of energy-transfer processes mediated in the 

QD-Py/graphene films. Nevertheless, the photoinduced n-doping of the graphene (Figure  

2.16b) indicated that the Py-coated CdSe QDs were preferentially electron donors.  

The considerable increase in the rates of the TA bleach induced by the carbon 

allotrope (Figure  2.15b) was consistent with electron transfer from the CdSe to the 

graphene phase since the Bi bands were associated with populating with electrons of the 

low-lying QSLs in the chalcogenide conduction band.113,115 Concurrently, the evidence 

for transients of oxidized pyridine, Py+, suggested for oppositely directed photoinduced 

electron transfer, i.e., from the ligands to the vacated QSLs in the CdSe valence band. 

The latter process would place holes on the aromatic moieties between the chalcogenide 

and the carbon allotrope, considerably shortening the paths of electron transfer from the 

graphene to the QD-Py. Nevertheless, the photoelectrical findings indicated that the 

photoinduced electron transfer from the CdSe QDs to the graphene was faster than the 

oppositely directed charge transduction.    
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As previously indicated, the reorganization energy of the graphene phase provides 

the kinetic control responsible for the observed directionality of the photoinduced 

electron transfer from the QDs to the graphene.86 Electrochemically we estimated that the 

lowest energy level of the conduction band of the QDs was about –3.8 eV from vacuum 

level, placing the valence band at about –5.8  eV. Therefore, the graphene Fermi level, 

which for the non-doped allotrope crosses its Dirac points, was about 0.8 to 1.3 eV above 

the valence band of the CdSe nanocrystals (or the highest occupied molecular orbital, 

HOMO, of the pyridine ligands). Electron transfer from graphene to the valence band of 

CdSe or to the HOMO of pyridine, thus, requires coupling with a large-momentum 

phonon for generating a hole significantly offset in energy from the Dirac points.86,126 

Hence, the electron transfer from graphene to the vacated HOMOs of the pyridines or 

QSLs in the valence band of the photoexcited CdSe requires significantly more energy 

dissipation than electron transfer from the conduction band of the CdSe QDs to the 

graphene.86 This larger reorganization energy for the electron transfer to the photoexcited 

pyridine-coated CdSe makes the hole transfer from the QDs slower than the electron 

transfer from the QDs to the graphene, which was consistent with our observations of 

preferential photoinduced n-doping of the conducting media of the QD-Py/graphene 

films.  

As previously discussed, the TA findings suggested three modes of photoinduced 

electron transfer from the pyridine-coated QDs to graphene: (1) a twenty-picosecond 

transfer of “relaxed” electrons from the lowest QSLs of the CdSe conduction band; (2) a 

sub-picosecond transfer of “hot” electrons, prior to their interband relaxation; and (3) a 
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direct photoexcitation to CdSe-graphene charge-transfer states. Meanwhile, the hole shift 

from the CdSe to the pyridine ligands (Figure  2.14d)108 did not overcome the electron 

transfer from the QDs to the graphene. While reorganization energy would impede the 

hole transfer to the graphene phase, the accumulation of the holes in the pyridine ligands 

would polarize the surface of the QDs, i.e., generating electrets with the positive poles of 

their dipoles pointing to the exterior of the CdSe particles. Such polarization of the QD 

surfaces is still favorable for electron transfer from the CdSe phase.  

2.2.2.6 Photoelectrochemical Cell 

While the mono-layer QDs on graphene was achieved, the material should display 

good photovoltaic properties with all the advantages, such as appropriate band gap, high 

carrier concentration as conductor, high crystallinity and fast electron transfer. 

To demonstrate the potential application of such hybrid material for solar cells, a 

photoelectrochemical cell (PEC) was constructed. PEC is one of the promising light 

harvesting devices for future energy development.127 QD/graphene/ITO was used as a 

working electrode and Pt wire was used as a counter electrode. The photocurrent 

responses of the QD/graphene/ITO device are prompt, steady and reproducible during 

repeated on/off cycles of light illumination (Figure  2.17). The photo-response has similar 

effect with CNT/TiO2 hybrid material.46 1-D characteristic of graphene endows it higher 

surface area which promotes a higher chance for charge transfer from 0-D materials. 

Compared with 2-D (CNT)/0-D (QD) hybrid structure, 1-D (graphene)/ 0-D (QD) hybrid 

structure facilitates faster electron transfer.128 This fast response represents fast charge 
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30mW, the Isc could reach 78% of the UV illumination condition. With multilayer of 

QD/graphene hybrid, better transmission of light, higher IPCE is expected. 

 

Figure 2.18 I-V characteristics of PEC with linear sweep voltammograms measured in 
three-electrode mode under white light (a) and 365nm UV (b) illumination. Electrolyte: 
0.1M aqueous Na2S; input light power: 30mW/cm2 and UV power: 200mW/cm2. 
 

2.2.3 Conclusion 

Probing the electronic transitions between quantized levels in CdSe QDs provided 

evidence for three modes of interfacial photoinduced electron transfer from the inorganic 

chalcogenide to the graphene phase. The concurrent hole transfer from the CdSe to the 

pyridine ligands did not provide light-induce p-doping of the graphene, indicating that 

positive charges remained in the organic coatings of the QDs. Analogous to proton-

coupled electron transfer,130-132 the simultaneously occurring hole shift and electron 

transfer may prove importance for efficient interfacial charge transduction between 

semiconducting and organic media, which further paves way to discover new materials 

for photovoltaic devices. 
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Quantum dots decorated graphene device exhibits excellent photo-switching 

property making it promising as a long wavelength sensitive photodetector. 1-D 

(graphene)/ 0-D (QD) hybrid structure facilitates electron transfer faster. When used as 

photoelectrochemical cell anode, this hybrid material displays both high photon to current 

conversion efficiency (IPCE) and fast photo-switch response. 

2.3 Future Work 

I. Universal doping of graphene with plasma. 

In section 2.1, we presented controlling Dirac point shift via fluorine doping 

method. This work actually was finished on August 10th, 2010. At that time, this was the 

first original work for fluorination of graphene. Later, several reports on fluorine 

graphene were reported with different approaches including XeF2, F2. In contrast, plasma 

doping of graphene is simpler, less toxic and unsophisticated to be applied potentially for 

mass production. 

(1) Fluorine graphene. (a) Mechanism study of reactive ion etching (RIE) CF4 or 

CHF3 plasma doping of graphene. Experiments should be conducted with different 

concentration and different fluorination time. Raman, FTIR and XPS should be applied to 

study the CFx or F radicals with carbon atoms. High quality of single layer or multiple 

layer graphene should be used in the study. (b) Patterned fluorinated graphene for 

electronic devices. Metrology of graphene is an important area for systematically check 

the quality of graphene. Previously, with the fluorination graphene we have demonstrated 

the applicability of the confocal fluorescence quenching metrology method for detecting 
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defects of graphene. Thus the plasma doping will certainly provide more rooms for such 

studies including oxygen doping for defects. (c) Fluorinated nanoribbon graphene for p-

type semiconductor. While nanoribbon could open bandgap of graphene, producing p or 

n type semiconductor is possible by functionalizing the edge of graphene nanoribbon. 

Since fluorine doping of graphene introduces electron withdrawing groups which will 

produce p-type semiconductors. 

(2) Plasma doping of graphene with NH3 or other gases. Since fluorine or 

hydrogen doping of graphene could be achieved with plasma, other gases could be also 

applied for such purpose which will introduce n-doping effect leading to n-type 

semiconductor. Furthermore, n-type nanoribbon could also be produced with such doping 

approach. 

II. Semiconductor nanomaterials with graphene. 

In section 2.2, QDs attached to graphene provides evidence that charge transfer 

could happen with such hybrid material which may leads to many potential applications. 

(1) TiO2 nanoparticles and graphene. Electron transfer from TiO2 to graphene has 

been observed and applied for reducing graphene oxide. The combination provides 

chances for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) or water splitting reaction. 

(2) Functionalized core/shell nanoparticles and graphene. With core/shell 

structure, the stability is expected to improve and the combination will produce more 

stable devices for photodetector or photo-switch. 
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Chapter 3  

Graphene Field Effect Transistor for Biosensor and Chemical Sensor 

3.1 Label Free DNA Detection using Large Area Graphene Based FET Biosensors 

3.1.1 Introduction 

The development of sensors capable of detecting DNA sequence variations has 

attracted a lot of attention in current studies. A number of different sensor configurations 

have been developed with impressively low detection limit and high sensitivity, such as 

surface plasmon resonance1, electrochemical detection analysis2-3, field effect transistors 

(FETs)4-7, etc. Sensors based on FETs are promising to revolutionize bio-analytical 

research by offering the direct, real-time, highly specific, ultrasensitive, and label-free 

detection of the desired biomolecule8-10. Although there are plenty of achievements in 

carbon nanotube (CNT)11-14 and nanowire based FET devices2,8,15, there are still a lot of 

limitations including non-specific binding10, instability of the device16 and high cost that 

limits the future applications.  

Recently graphene acting as channel material in FETs has been widely studied18-21. 

Graphene could be used to detect individual gas molecules due to high mobility and low 

electrical noise22. Graphene based FETs (GFET) exhibit their potential applications in pH 

sensors due to their dramatic conductance change with the electrolytic gating effect. The 

GFETs also have high sensitivity for biomolecule detection23. Most of the GFET sensors 

are based on graphene derived from exfoliation or chemical reduction, which has limited 

their wide scale application due to the high cost of manufacturing and the inability to 
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produce large area devices, or the low level of conductivity. As a result of these issues, 

CVD based graphene layers are becoming more attractive alternatives. Synthesis of large-

area graphene films of the order of centimeters on copper substrates or via nickel catalyst 

layers using chemical vapor deposition have been reported recently24-25. These films can 

be easily transferred onto the desired substrates by a simple contact method, which 

provides more opportunities for extensive applications of graphene layers. In addition, 

many identical devices could be fabricated via conventional photolithographic patterning 

as opposed to electron beam lithography (EBL) which is a serial process rendering mass 

production impossible. 

In this section, we report on large area graphene based FET biosensors for DNA 

detection which provide exceptional response to hybridization at ambient conditions. The 

low detection limit (LOD) is as low as 10-9 mol/L. The large surface area of the graphene 

layers endows the device’s high sensitivity. And the low cost fabrication of the device via 

photolithography paves the way for future large scale applications. 

3.1.2 Experimental  

For the synthesis of large area graphene layers, typically a 250 nm thick Ni film is 

deposited on Si/SiO2 substrates via electron beam evaporation (EBE). The Ni samples 

were then heated up to 900oC in Ar/H2 (600:500 sccm) atmosphere and annealed for 30 

minutes in order to form a polycrystalline Ni film with large grain size26. After flowing 

methane (30sccm) mixed with Ar/H2 at 900oC under ambient pressures for 1 minute, the 

temperature was cooled down to 25oC cooling rate 10 oC/s.27 After that the Ni underneath 

was etched using a mild HCl aqueous solution (3%). The graphene film was finally 
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transferred onto a Si substrate with a 300nm thick thermally grown oxide for further 

characterization and experiments28. Next, the graphene layer was patterned and etched by 

oxygen plasma into rectangular shapes using photolithography and Reactive Ion Etching 

(RIE). And then the four terminal devices with Ti/Au (8nm × 80nm) electrodes (shown in 

the inset Figure  3a) were fabricated. Before conducting the electrical measurements, the 

devices were annealed under Ar/H2 atmosphere at 400oC for 1h to remove any potential 

contaminants such as photoresist residues on the graphene layer29. After that, the devices 

were immersed in a 2mg/ml 1-Pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester in anhydrous 

methanol solution for 2h to achieve the non-covalent functionalization. 1ml methanol 

solution was used to remove the extra PBASE on the device, which was then blow-dried 

with high purity nitrogen. The complementary DNA (c-DNA) hybridization process was 

carried out at room temperature for 4h to allow complete hybridization. Finally, the 

sample was rinsed with 2% SDS and DI water before electrical measurement. Several 

tools were used for characterization and measurements: Atomic force microscopy was 

conducted with (Multimode-5, Veeco) operated in the tapping mode using standard 

silicon cantilevers. Transmittance and UV-vis spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu 

UV-240 spectrophotometer at room temperature. I-V measurements were conducted at 

room temperature using Agilent 4155C. Raman spectra were taken using Renishaw 

micro-Raman spectrometer. The spectra were excited by the 488 nm visible laser. A 

Leica optical microscope with 50x objective was used to collect the backscattered light 

from the graphene samples. The spectra were recorded with the 1800 lines/mm grating. 
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3.1.3 Results and Discussion 

Recently, Berry and co-workers 30 reported that graphene oxide (GO) modified 

with amine group could tether DNA strand and the hole density increased by 5.61×1012 

cm-2. However, the low conductivity of GO and non-linear I-V property may not be 

practical for the quantitative detection of DNA hybridization. Functionalization of the 

FET channel is crucial for achieving high fidelity sensing. Here, 1-pyrenebutanoic acid 

succinimidyl ester (PBASE) was used to functionalize the surface to keep the intrinsic 

high conductivity of graphene (Figure  3.1). This molecule could irreversibly attach to the 

side wall of carbon nanotubes via the π-π non-covalent bond interaction31. The absorption 

spectrum was taken to prove the functionalization process (Figure  3.1). The ester could 

easily react with primary amine groups which enable the probe DNA immobilize on 

graphene surface. Confocal laser scanning microscopy image was taken to prove that the 

probe DNA was successfully immobilized on graphene surface (Figure 1b). After 

incubating the probe DNA with PBASE modified graphene, it was washed with 2% SDS 

to get rid of the non-covalently bonded DNA. Then complementary DNA labeled with 

FAM was incubated with the probe DNA anchored device. Then it was washed again 

with 2% SDS solution before obtaining confocal scanning laser image. The green 

fluorescence observed in Figure 1b from FAM indicated that complementary DNA was 

successfully immobilized on graphene surface.  
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Figure 3.1 a) Schematic illustration of graphene device; b) Schematic illustration of the 
graphene sensor concept: modifying graphene with noncovalent bond and its binding of 
DNA strand. c) Confocal laser scanning microscope image of graphene after 
immobilization with c-DNA. The probe DNA sequence is: (5'-3')Amine-AAC-TGC-
CAG-CCT-ATG-TCC-AA, complementary DNA sequence is: (5'-3')FAM-TTG-GAC-
ATA-GGC-TGG-CAG-TT.  
 

Transmittance and Raman spectroscopy were used to characterize the layers of 

graphene (Figure  3.2). Although the CVD grown graphene layers used in our experiment 

consists of a few layers with an average of 3 layers instead of a single layer, the high 

conductivity and large surface area ensure its high sensitivity.  It can be seen from the 
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Figure 3.3 AFM images of graphene before (a) and after (c) probe DNA immobilization. 

 

As illustrated in Figure  3.4a, typical current voltage (I-V) curves of the graphene 

layer were linear, suggesting the Ohmic nature of the electrical contacts. The results also 

rule out the existence of graphene/metal electrode contact issues (e.g. forming a Schottky 

barrier), which can hinder the device electrical conductivity and overall performance. 

Additionally, it shows higher conductivity than GO reduced graphene30. As calculated 

from the back-gate measurements by using the following equation (1), the electron and 

hole mobility are 290 cm2/V.s and 430 cm2/V.s, respectively. 

/ g dsds

gs

C WVI

V L


   
        

                                                                      (1) 

It can be seen from Figure 3b that the hole mobility of graphene layer kept almost 

constant during the whole process. Also the parallel shift of Dirac point (minimum 

conductance point) is noticed, which is caused by the DNA negative gating effect32. After 

functionalization of the device with PBASE, the conductivity increased by 45%. The 

increased hole density was calculated to be 7.45×1012cm-2 using the Drude model:
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Figure 3.4 Typical I-V curve. (a) Ids-Vds, Vg=0, Inset: typical microscope image of the 
four point probe device. (b) Ids-Vg, Vds=1.0v. The probe DNA sequence is: (5'-3')Amine-
AAC-TGC-CAG-CCT-ATG-TCC-AA, complementary DNA sequence is: (5'-3')-TTG-
GAC-ATA-GGC-TGG-CAG-TT. 
 

It has been reported that single strand DNA fragments could be used as a negative 

potential gating agents to increase the hole density of graphene.32 FET sensors based on 

graphene layers to detect DNA hybridization have been reported very recently33. The 

non-covalent bonded DNA caused a “left” shift of the Dirac point with a decrease of the 
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conductivity. The shift was deemed as an electron transfer effect caused by non-

electrostatic stacking interaction between DNA and graphene layer. While comparing the 

two contradictory results, the current results show that the negative charge effect is more 

pronounced than the electron transfer effect. Even in dry conditions, DNA negative 

charge could be detected due to the gating effect by nanowire based FET15. In the present 

model, PBASE could anchor amine terminated DNA on graphene surface without 

changing the high conductivity property. It also could partially avoid the non-covalent 

binding of DNA on graphene surface-- non-electrostatic stacking interaction. The device 

was washed three times with 2% SDS and twice with DI water before conducting each 

electrical measurement to further avoid any non-specific binding of DNA fragments. 

Compared with noncovalent attachment methods, the covalent anchoring of 

oligonucleotides on the graphene surface provided better stability and less nonspecific 

hybridization for DNA sensing34. 
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Figure 3.5 AFM images of graphene before (a) and after (b) photolithography.  

 

Although the chemistry of functionalization step is ideal, the roughness of CVD 

grown graphene layer will introduce a barrier to achieve the perfect immobilization. 

AFM images (Figure  3.5) show the structure of a CVD grown graphene layer before and 

after photolithography. It is clear that some photoresist residue is on the surface of 

graphene layer which may cause the Dirac point of the intrinsic graphene layer shift to 

40V(Figure  3.4b). Consequently, some part of graphene may have low coverage of probe 

DNA, which will cause low response to hybridization event. 
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Figure 3.6 (a) Resistance of 5 devices; (b) Resistance change of five devices compare 
with resistance of bare graphene device; (c) Resistance change dependence on 
concentration of complementary DNA. Ro-resistance of graphene, Rp-resistance of 
graphene immobilized with probe DNA, c-DNA: complementary DNA.  
 

As illustrated in Figure 3.6a, the resistance of the device decreased substantially 

after functionalization with PBASE. And with the increase of DNA concentration, the 

resistance further decreases. Water molecules absorbed on graphene layers will result in 

hole charge carriers and thus p-type GFETs will be produced35-36. In order to exclude the 

error that water molecule and other ions might bring about, control experiments were 
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conducted in bare buffer for 8h (Figure  3.7). The resistance increased by 30-45% after 

incubation which could be caused by both doping effect and contact metal work function 

change37 (Figure  3.7). However, the resistance decreased by 15-45% as DNA molecules 

were introduced into the same buffer (Figure  3.6b). And the hybridization of the DNA 

probes on the surface with the complimentary DNA target further reduced the resistance 

by 0.5-5%. The low detection limit in the current device is nearly 3nM which is 

comparable to CNT-based FET devices. Hybridization of DNA to the surface-

immobilized DNA probe creates a high density of negative charges on the graphene 

surface, providing an electrostatic gating effect, which in turn increases the hole 

concentration in graphene, resulting in the observed decrease in resistance. It is reported 

that the selective attachment of DNA molecules on various segments of the FET device 

affects the sensing mechanism of the carbon nanotube biosensor37. Compared to the 

control experiment, DNA molecules were attached to the graphene layer channel instead 

of the metal electrodes. Thus, the detection mechanism is the depletion of channel 

carriers instead of the Schottky barrier38.   
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a  

 

b  

Figure 3.7 (a) Resistance change of five devices after incubation in TE buffer for 8h. (b) 
Resistance of graphene device. R-graphene: resistance of graphene; R-graphene-buffer: 
Resistance of graphene device after 8 h incubation in TE buffer. 
 

When the concentration of c-DNA reached 32mM, the resistance increased 

instead of decreasing (Figure 3.6). One reason is that some probe DNA possibly attached 

to the surface of graphene with non-covalent bond.  The non-covalent interaction is weak 

and such interaction could be destroyed by hybridization with c-DNA39. When the 

concentration of c-DNA increased to a certain amount, the non-specific binding of DNA 
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was washed away. Thus the resistance increased due to less pronounced negatively 

charged DNA gating effect. The other reason is the metal electrode work function was 

slightly changed due to long time treatment with buffer as shown by control experiment 

(Figure  3.7). The electrical measurement shows that the graphene based FET DNA 

sensor is applicable and further investigation of the device to detect mismatched DNA is 

being conducted. 

3.1.4 Conclusion 

Large area graphene based FET devices have been fabricated via 

photolithography. Successful modification of the device enables the device detect the 

DNA to the nanomolar level. The negatively charged effect of DNA molecule could be 

used for next generation of graphene based DNA sensor. We believe that large area 

graphene layers with higher quality (less photoresist residue and monolayers) will 

provide more sensitive DNA sensors for future real-time, label free and ultrasensitive 

applications. Future directions will be towards large scale applications with integrated 

microfluidic channels for sample preparation and delivery to achieve “lab-on-chip” goal. 
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3.2 Block Copolymer Graphene Field Effect Transistor Robust Chemical Sensor 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The large surface area and excellent electrical conductivity of graphene allow it to 

act as an “electron wire” for oxidation-reduction active sites.41 Many types of 

electrochemical biosensors with reduced graphene oxide (RGO) have been developed due 

to such properties.42 As an alternative, graphene obtained via chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD) with structural and electronic properties superior to those of RGO.40,43 Most 

importantly, size scalability of graphene films grown via CVD is the key advantage for 

meeting the requirements for fabricating large-area graphene field effect transistors 

(GFETs): e.g., CVD allows the growth of single-layer graphene with areas exceeding 30 

square inches.43   

Recently, GFETs have been intensively researched for possible sensing 

applications. Many studies have been conducted showing the high sensitivity of sensors 

resulting from the intrinsic properties of graphene, in applications such as pH sensor,23,44 

gas sensors,22,36 and protein sensors30,45. However, the sensitivity of GFETs has in some 

cases proven to be inferior to that of other sensors, instabilities and unreliability of the 

device has been seen in other cases, and low electrical responses for intrinsic graphene 

devices in certain examples.46 We have reported label-free DNA sensor with GFET,47 the 

device would be more stable given certain functionalization and protection of graphene. 

Thus, it would be highly desirable and practical to develop GFET sensors with higher 

sensitivities and stabilities. Meanwhile, we have studied functionalization of GFET with 
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block copolymers. We were motivated in this work by the fact that the hexagonal 

structure of block copolymer (BCP) could possibly result in heterogeneous patterns with 

nanoscale spacings that may offer new opportunities for achieving a selective sensing 

function. 

Diblock copolymers can assemble into ordered periodic arrays of spherical, 

cylinderial, or lamellae structures, which make them very promising templates in 

nanoscale fabrication.26, 27 In chapter 2, we discussed tuning of electronic transport of 

GFET with BCPs.48 The structure of BCPs, with their chemical functional groups in one 

chain, is likely to provide a viable mechanism for tuning the electronic property of 

GFETs. The finding also indicates that the BCPs can provide additional contribution in 

the form of a protective layer for GFETs, which will be advantageous for application as 

sensor. In this section, we systematically investigated BCP funcationalized GFET sensor 

stability for solution detection. An example of NaF detection by BCP functionalized 

GFET sensor demonstrates its high potential for long-term use. The detection of pH 

values further demonstrates the practical usage for such sensor. 

 

3.2.2 Experimental 

3.2.2.1 Synthesis of Graphene  

CVD graphene was synthesized according to the description in Chapter 2.   

3.2.2.2 Fabrication of Graphene Based Field Effect Devices  

CVD grown large-area graphene sheets were patterned and etched by oxygen 

plasma to rectangular shapes using photolithography and a Reactive Ion Etch (RIE) 
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system. Two terminal devices with Ti/Au (2nm/80nm) electrodes (shown in the inset of 

Scheme 1) were then fabricated. The device was evaporated with back gate Ti/Au 

(2nm/100nm). The distance between the source and drain in the devices were set to 70µm, 

and the width of the patterned graphene layer is 50 µm. 

 

3.2.2.3 Fabrication of PS-P4VP Block Copolymer  

The block copolymer used in this study is Poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridne) (PS-b-

P4VP), purchased form Polymer Source, with a molecular weight of 69kg/mol (Mn, PS = 

51 kg/mol, Mn, PVP = 18 kg/mol) and a molecular weight distribution of Mw/Mn = 1.15. 

The block copolymers were dissolved in toluene/tetrahydrofuran at room temperature to 

make 0.6 wt% polymer solutions, which were subsequently spin-coated at 2200 rpm onto 

silicon wafers with 300nm thermally grown silicon dioxide on it. In order to develop 

well-defined, well-ordered cylindrical microdomains in the BCP films, appropriate 

volume fractions and molecular weights were selected. The choices of volume fraction 

and molecular weight provided control over the morphology (cylindrical in this case) and 

size/separation distance in the BCP microdomains.  

 

3.2.2.4 Characterization  

Raman spectra were taken using a Renishaw micro-Raman spectrometer with a 

532 nm visible laser as the excitation source. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was 

conducted using a Multimode-5 Veeco instrument operated in the tapping mode using 

standard silicon cantilevers. Electrical measurements were conducted with semiconductor 
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analyzer HP4510. Electron and hole mobility can be extracted from the linear regime of 

the transfer characteristics using μ = [(ΔIds/Vds) × (L/W)]/CoxΔVg, where L (70um) and 

W (50um) are channel length and width, respectively, Cox is silicon oxide gate 

capacitance (which is 1.08 × 10−8 F/cm2 for a gate oxide thickness of 300 nm), and Ids, 

Vds, and Vg are drain−source current, drain−source voltage, and gate voltage, respectively.  

 

3.2.3 Results and Discussion 

3.2.3.1 CVD Graphene for GFET  

 

 

Figure 3.8 (a) Photo image of copper foil after graphene growth, (b) photo image of as-
fabricated graphene field effect transistor with wire-bonding on chip-carrier, (c) Raman 
spectra of single-layer graphene, (d) photo image of 2 square inches of single-layer 
graphene on glass. 
 

It is desirable to use large area graphene for mass production of sensors. Single 

layer graphene was synthesized with chemical vapor deposition by using copper foil as 
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catalyst. As it is shown in figure 3.8 a and d, a four inches square graphene has been 

successfully synthesized and transferred onto glass substrate. The large area graphene 

synthesis and transfer allow us to conveniently fabricate GFET. Raman spectra taken on 

the sample show the 2D (2628 cm-1), G (1615 cm-1), and D (1314 cm-1) peaks. I2D/IG ratio 

is two indicating present sample is single layer graphene. 

3.2.3.2 Block Copolymer for GFET Device Sensor 

 

Figure 3.9 (a) AFM image of PS-P4VP block copolymer height profile (b) The surface 
profilometer height profile and optical image (inset) of the step-removed polymer film, 
the dashed line shows the scan axis along which the height profile has been measured. 
 

The hexagonal periodical structure of BCP was well formed through self-

assembly mechanism (Figure  3.9). With different weight ratio of polystyrene (PS) and 

poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP), cylindrical structure with different pore size could be 

achieved.49-50 Each domain size used in this study is 30nm as measured with AFM 

(Figure  3.8a). To determine the polymer’s thickness, a selected narrow section of the 

polymer film was removed and subsequently the sample’s height profile was measured 

by a surface profilometer (Dektak 8 - Veeco). To guarantee the consistency, the height 
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profiles measured in three different linear scans and results were compared. All results 

agreed the thickness to be 27-30nm (Figure 3.8b).  

In 1991, Sakai et. al. reported resistive-type humidity sensor using 

polyvinylpyridine.51 The hydrophilic property as well as its insolubility in water enable 

the high sensitivity to water molecules. In 2002, Kosonen49 reported P4VP as ionic 

conducting channel. Although the conductivity (10-7-10-6 S/cm at room temperature) of 

P4VP is low, it still provides opportunity as ionic transport channel.  Endowed with these 

features, i.e. hydrophilic, ionic conductivity of P4VP and periodic structure of BCP, PS-

P4VP demonstrates feasibility for selective ions penetration. 

 

 

Scheme 3.1 Block copolymer protected graphene field effect transistor for solution 
detection. Pink part represents PVP and blue part represents PS. 
 

Schematic illustration of the robust device shows that block copolymer serves as 

membrane for ions transport (scheme 3.1). It has been studied that P4VP brushes is pH-

responsive and the integration of it into solid state nanochannels will produce nano-

channel device. By manipulating the proton concentration in the surrounding 

environment, ions transport through P4VP nano-channel will be easily achieved.52 Here, 

the BCP film will serve as such a role for sensor application. To fabricate the BCP 
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functionalized GFET, the BCP layer was transferred onto GFET using dipping-fishing 

method. Further relaxation in air under 40oC was necessary to remove water molecules 

and to provide smooth contact between graphene and BCP. Note that the transferring 

process may bring wrinkles which will cause water molecules captured underneath BCP.  

 

Figure 3.10 Typical Ids-Vg curve of BCP/graphene NaF sensor. The drain-source voltage 
was 100mV. 

 

After the protective layer was attached on to GFET, drops of different solution 

may be applied onto graphene. The validation of the assumption that BCP acts as a 

protective layer for added stability in these sensors was proven in sensing experiments 

using a NaF solution. It has been reported that NaF could cause a negative shift in the 

neutrality point of sensors due to its screen effect. Debye length is utilized to quantify the 

screening effect with different ionic strength of the NaF ionic solution. With Graham 

equation simplified for 1:1 electrolyte solution, the Debye length for 10mM, 20mM and 

0.5M are 3nm, 2nm and 0.4nm respectively (equation 1).53 The ionic conducting domain, 
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P4VP, facilitates F- ions diffusion closer to graphene layer. Meanwhile the dipole-dipole 

interaction between F- ions and pyridinyl groups provides stable signal for such type of 

sensor (Scheme 3.2). 

λ 0.304

NaF
nm                                                       Equation (1) 

 

N
H

*
*

m p

F

P4VP PS

 

Scheme 3.2 Reaction between P4VP and F- ion: eletrostatic interaction between pyridinyl 
group and fluoride ion. 

 

Negative shift was not observed until the concentration of NaF increased to 0.5M. 

Two reasons may be accounted for the phenomenon. On one hand, the low ion 

permeability of PS because of its hydrophobic property prevents the buildup of screening 

charges in the thin layer of water between the block copolymer and graphene. On the 

other hand, the response may also attribute to the incubation time of the device. To avoid 

possible solution penetration underneath BCP layer, only 20 seconds incubation was 

applied onto the device. Kinetically, slow ionic diffusion at low concentration into P4VP 

channel which is 25nm long (Figure  3.9b) may prevent the buildup of impurity charge 
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potential adjacent to graphene. Therefore, the negative shift was not observed for 10mM 

solution. Nontheless, charge neutrality point decreases indicating charge carrier changes 

which is consistent with Chen’s report.54 This could be useful for discern the slight 

charge impurity change with slight concentration change. When the concentration 

increased to 20mM no change was observed for the charge neutrality point, suggesting no 

more change of carrier concentrations. This phenomenon indicates the saturation of 

charges or saturation of F- ions in block copolymer (scheme 3.2).  

3.2.3.3 Stability Study of BCP GFET Sensor 

When the exposure concentration was increased to 0.5M, the neutrality point 

shifted up to -10V (Figure  3.10) indicating the effect of impurity charge potential on 

graphene device.   
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positive. And it continued to shift to positive with the lapse of time. However, the Dirac 

point does not return to the initial value of BCP-graphene one indicating F- ions exertion 

charge potential adjacent to graphene layer. Another important fact is that the charge 

neutrality point decreased after 11 days storage under ambient atmosphere. We attribute 

the phenomena to further migration of F- ions within P4VP channel closer to graphene 

layer (scheme 3.2). 

8 V Dirac point shift was observed with 0.5M NaF solution drops on the fresh-

prepared device. After 4 months stored in ambient atmosphere, we placed drops of D.I. 

water on the same device soaked with 0.5M NaF. Surprisingly, the device still works 

perfect. Although the Dirac point shift of 6V is less than the fresh-prepared one, the 

reliability confirms the protective functionality of BCP. After F- ions diffusing into P4VP 

channel, they were immobilized by interaction between pyridinyl group of P4VP and 

themselves. With water molecules penetrating into P4VP channel, F- ions were released 

to “free motion”. This process facilitates re-buildup of impurity charge adjacent to 

graphene. Therefore, Dirac point shift was observed again.  

The interesting phenomena may provide a new sensor architecture to detect 

molecular changes under “dry” condition based on GFETs devices. Furthermore, the 

distinct surface tensions of P4VP (hydrophilic) and PS (hydrophobic) facilitates the 

partial and orderly absorption of water and hydrophilic charged ions. This property could 

be applied for the selective sensing of different gases. For example, a small amount of 

water could be used to disolve HCl and NH3 vapors, which have high solubility in water, 

and the neutrality of the device could be changed based on the different charges. The 
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charge impurity potential buildup in the channel plays more important role.  And the 

Dirac point is also linear fitted with pH value (Figure 3.12), which provides evidence for 

such application of GFET.23 Here for our device, with decrease of pH, Dirac point shifted 

to more and more negative. The neutrality point coninues decreasing with decrease of pH 

which is different from previous pristine graphene.23 Still this phenomena attributes to the 

channel length of P4VP.  

3.2.4 Conclusion 

The BCP-covered GFET could detect 1mM NaF solution. It was also determined that 

the orientation and periodicity of the resulting BCP array of cylindrical microdomains 

facilitate the selective sensing property. These findings pave the way for developing more 

durable and sensitive graphene-based sensors for chemical or biological applications 

under ambient conditions. This method also paves the way for developing more selective 

and more stable sensors out of BCP-covered GFET device to be used under ambient 

atmospheres. Particularly interesting is the fact that these new devices could be used for 

chemical sensing by incorporating charged ions or molecules into orderly pattern under 

“dry” conditions.  

3.3 Future Work 

Graphene field effect transistor biosensor.  

(1) In section 3.1 we presented GFET ssDNA sensor. To improve the slectivity 

and sensitivity, further functionalization of graphene is needed. By introducing 

conductive polymers which have functional groups easier to be functionalized, the 
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selectivity could be enhanced. Also, other biomolecules could be easier immobilized on 

the surface of graphene resulting broden application of GFET sensor. The large 

production and minaturization of GFET devices certainly deliver opportunities for lab-

on-chip applications. 

(2) In section 3.2, the high stability of GFET protected by block co-polymer 

provides us a bright future for further application of such devices. To date, this finding is 

the very first findings with such stability in ambient condition. Furthermore, by changing 

the functional groups on block copolymer, interesting devices may be devised for tuning 

electron transport and furhter application for various types of sensors. For example, 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic part on PS-P4VP block copolymer will provide sites for 

electron donating or withdrawing groups interactions. Therefore, Lewis acid (accepting 

electron lone pairs, for example HCl) or base (donating electron lone pairs for example 

NH3) of dry gases could be detected with such devices due to the slectivity of pyridine 

group on P4VP.  
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Chapter 4 

Graphene/Carbon Nanotube Hybrid for Supercapacitors 

4.1 Assembled Graphene Oxide and Single Walled Carbon Nanotube Ink for Stable 

Supercapacitors 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Carbon allotropes have been useful for many applications such as electronic 

devices,1-3 sensors,4-7 photovoltaic devices,8-10 and energy storage devices.11-12 Recently, 

supercapacitor has attracted a lot of attentions due to its high power density and long 

cycle lifetime compared to batteries. 11,13-14 Carbon nanotubes have been recognized as a 

significant material for such application due to its high surface area as well as high 

conductivity and stability under electrochemical conditions. There are several processing 

challenges limiting the use of SWCNTs for many applications: (1) low solubility or 

dispersion concentration in water or organic solvents; (2) aggregation without surface 

functionalization or surfactant assistance due to van der Waal’s interaction, which 

reduces its surface area and further reduces the capacitance.15-16 Therefore, it is crucial to 

develop an approach to overcome such processing challenges. 

Many methods have been employed to disperse SWCNTs with various 

functionalization methods, including acid treatment,15,17 surfactant binding,18 non-

covalent binding molecules.19-20 While non-covalent functionalization could disperse 

SWCNT without introducing any surfactant or reducing its conductivity, it is still 

challengeable to achieve high concentration of SWCNT dispersion. Graphene oxide (GO) 
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has attracted a lot of attention due to the amphiphilic property. Huang21 reported GO as a 

surfactant and Dai22 applied this for carbon nanotube dispersion. Such findings indicate 

the powerful role that GO flakes can play in dispersing SWCNTs. Recently, it is reported 

that the content of carboxyl group may affect the capacitance of CNT.23 Meanwhile 

varying reduction rate significantly affects the performance of reduced graphene oxide 

(rGO) as supercapacitor electrodes.24 Although combining CNT and reduced graphene 

oxide for higher performance supercapacitor have been broadly studied,25-29 it is very 

important to investigate GO–SWCNT composite system instead of rGO–SWCNT in 

terms of supercapacitor performance in order to achieve a lower cost fabrication approach. 

One of an important aspects in fabricating energy storage devices is the current 

collector. Many types of current collector were utilized for carbon material based 

supercapacitor researches, such as Ni foam,30-31 Ti foil,25 stainless steel27 and copper 

mesh.24 However, these types of current collector require binder material for fabrication. 

Recently, paper based electrodes are attractive for supercapacitor due to its low cost, light 

weight, high flexibility, binder-free process and the fact that there is no need to have an 

extra current collector.32-33 Hence, the development of high stability ink material is 

crucial for low cost and high-throughput preparation of paper based electrodes. 

In this section, we describe the synthesis and application of a GO and SWCNT 

composite ink (GO–SWCNT ink) for fabricating electrochemically stable supercapacitors. 

The interaction between GO and CNT not only provides means to separate CNTs but also 

individual GO sheets, which increases the effective active area for electrochemical 

reaction. We achieved over 12 mg/ml of SWCNT dispersed in water without surfactant 
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assistance. The dispersion demonstrates high stability and permeability as ink material to 

prepare paper electrodes and it is an effective ink material for preparing paper electrodes. 

Paper based supercapacitor electrodes were easily fabricated with such material without 

other additives, binders, or additional current collectors. Our approach provides a binder 

free ink-printing method for large scale fabrication of electrochemical energy storage 

devices. 

4.1.2 Experimental 

4.1.2.1 Preparation of Graphene Oxide 

Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared by using a modified Hummers method.34-37 1 

g of graphite (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.75 g of NaNO3 were placed in a flask. Then, 75 mL 

of H2SO4 was added with stirring in an ice-water bath, and 4.5 g of KMnO4 were slowly 

added over about 1 h. Stirring was continued for 2 h in the ice-water bath. Then the flask 

was placed in 35oC oil bath for 2h. 100ml water was added into the flask which causes 

the temperature rising to 95oC, after 1 h stirring 3 mL of H2O2 (30 wt % aqueous solution) 

was added, and the mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. The mixture was 

washed thoroughly with deionized water through filtration, and then the GO flake was 

dispersed in water with mechanical agitation. The obtained GO (0.1 g) was dispersed in 

water (100 mL). This dispersion was sonicated for 30 min. To get pure single layer GO 

the following repeated method was applied. First, the obtained dispersion was sonicated 

another 30 min, and the dispersion was centrifuged at 1000rpm/min for 20 min to remove 

large particles in the solution. After several centrifugations, the upper solution was then 
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centrifuged at 8000rpm/min for 20 min to remove soluble impurities and small GO layers. 

This step was repeated several times until the upper part is clear. Then the precipitation 

was dispersed in D.I. water with mild sonication. 

4.1.2.2 Preparation of GO/SWCNT Supercapacitor 

Various amounts of SWCNT (Sigma-Aldrich 05925) were added into as-obtained 

GO solution with concentration of 2mg/ml. After 10-25 minutes of ultrasonication, the 

black ink was formed. A piece of woven paper was dipped into the solution and then 

dried in vacuum oven at 45 oC for 2 hours.  A two-electrode measurement technique was 

employed for the electrochemical measurements, where two pieces of carbon-ink soaked 

paper were assembled into a sandwich structure with a porous membrane (Celgard 3501) 

separator. 6 M KOH aqueous solution was used as the electrolyte. The packaging of the 

supercapacitor cell was conducted at room temperature in atmosphere. The two 

electrodes of the packaged cell were connected to an electrochemical analyzer (Gamry 

Reference 600™) with an alligator clip. Cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronopotentiometry 

[charge-discharge (CD)] was performed to characterize the stability of the device. Cyclic 

voltammetry scans were performed with a voltage window of 1 volt in the range -0.5 to 

0.5 V at scan rates ranging from 5mV sec-1 to 500 mV sec-1. Potentiostatic EIS 

measurements were performed between 0.1Hz and 1MHz with amplitude of 10 mV. 

4.1.2.3 Characterization 

Atomic force microscopy was conducted with (Multimode-5, Veeco) operated in 

the tapping mode using standard silicon cantilevers. FTIR spectra were recorded with a 
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various centrifuge steps. Size distribution from 200-500nm of GO was applied for 

dispersing SWCNT (Figure 4.2). With uniform and smaller size of GO, we expect to see 

a better interaction with SWCNT. 

 

Figure 4.1 AFM and SEM images of as-synthesized GO (graphene oxide) single layer: 
(a,b) AFM images, inset shows a single layer of graphene oxide height profile of AFM 
image, (c,d) SEM images at different magnification factors. 
 

It has been studied that the dominant chemical structures present on the surface of 

GO are tertiary alcohols and ethers with very low quantities of carboxylic acid at the 

periphery of the GO.38 This structure feature provides fascinating properties for GO. 

While hydroxyl group, ketone group, ether group and carboxylic group provide chance 

for hydrogen bonding between GO and water molecules, the intact π bond will provide 

chance for π-π stacking. FTIR spectra of GO further confirms the presence of these 

functional groups (Figure 4.3a). Bending of C–OH groups (1378 cm−1), C=O (1715 cm-1) 
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stretching vibration and the C–O, C–C stretching of epoxy groups at 1094 and 857 cm-1, 

characterize the spectrum of air-dry GO.22,39 Dai22 and Li40 have demonstrated negative 

charge effect of GO facilitating the dispersion of CNT with electrophoresis experiments. 

We tune the pH of dispersion with NaOH or/and HCl to further test the property of the 

dispersion. With increase of pH the dispersion becomes stable without precipitation even 

after one month. When the pH is 4, the dispersion is very unstable, precipitation appears 

10 min after ultrasonication-assisted dispersion. However with addition of 1M NaOH the 

stability of the dispersion increases, which is demonstrated in Figure 4.4d. The stability 

of such dispersion demonstrates potential for long-term use of the solution. It is possible 

with the increase of OH- concentration, carboxylic group was deprotonated resulting in 

more negatively charged species, which facilitates separation of SWCNT bundles.   



 

FFigure 4.2 SEEM images GGO flakes w
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Figure 4.3 (a) FTIR and (b) Raman spectra of GO, SWCNT and GO/SWCNT composite 
ink. GO and GO/SWCNT are prepared by dropping a   solution on glass slides followed 
by drying in air. SWCNT original powder is used for characterization. FTIR spectra is 
taken with KBr pellet.    
 

To investigate the ability of GO to disperse SWCNT, we intentionally increase 

the weight ratio between SWCNT and GO. Surprisingly, 12mg/ml of SWCNT could be 
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achieved with 2mg/ml GO solution (Figure 4.4). To our knowledge, this is the highest 

concentration achieved and provides further opportunities for achieving SWCNT 

dispersions for a number of applications without surfactant assistance.   

 

Figure 4.4 Photo images of 5mg SWCNT dispersed in 2mg/ml of GO at different pH 
values: (a) 4, (b) 7, (c) 9, (d) 12, and the volume difference results from the addition of 
NaOH. Note that black materials visible inside in (d) are residues after shaking. High 
concentration of SWCNT results in high viscosity. Supporting figure 2 shows the high 
viscosity for 10mg/ml concentration of SWCNT. 
 

GO and SWCNTs tend to restack or form bundles due to van der Waals force. 

The non-covalent interaction between GO and SWCNT impacts not only on the 

separation of SWCNT bundles but also on the prevention of GO restacking. Figure 4.5 

shows the SEM images of as-obtained material on paper. It is very clear that SWCNT 

were separated and embedded in GO film. Though partial restacking of GO sheets 

happens after mixing with the SWCNTs, they play a role in preventing further restacking 

which provides the chance for realizing single GO sheets (scheme 4.1). Interaction of 

molecules with graphene could be characterized with Raman spectra where D, G and 2D 

band are useful in understanding the effects of chemical interaction.41 The full-width-at-

half-maximum (FWHM) of the G band increases with the mixing of SWCNT and GO 
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indicating electronic structure changes with π-π interaction of GO sheets and SWCNTs 

(Figure 4.3b). 

 

Figure 4.5 SEM images of aligned GO/SWCNT composite ink material transferred on 
paper. 
 

Such a synergetic effect increases the surface area of both SWCNT and GO, 

which increases the active sites for electrochemistry reaction. Effort-less binding with 

paper of such material provides means for low cost fabrication of electrodes without any 

binder or additives. Hence, this composite ink material could provide tremendous 

opportunities for low-cost roll-to-roll fabrication of electrochemical double layer 

capacitors (EDLC). We further demonstrate this potential by characterizing the EDLCs 

based on SWCNT–GO paper electrodes.  

4.1.4 Electrochemical Study 

Woven paper is utilized for fabricating the paper based electrodes by dipping in the            

as-obtained GO-SWCNT ink for a few seconds and subsequently drying in a vacuum 

oven at 45oC for 2 hours. The process enables a convenient and scalable way of 

fabricating low-cost binder-free electrode. As it is shown in scheme 1, the as-prepared 

material is easily patterned and attached on paper by either simply drawing or printing. 
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Here GO/SWCNT acts not only active material but also current collector, which offers 

possibility for miniature energy storage devices.42 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was 

performed to evaluate the electrochemical performance of the electrodes assembled in a 

symmetric two-electrode supercapacitor cell. It can be seen from Figure 4.6, with 

different ratio of GO/SWCNT the achieved specific capacitance is different. The specific 

capacitances of GO/SWCNT ratio 5:1, 1:1, 1:3, 1:5 at 5mv/s are 42.8 F/g, 24.0 F/g, 102.8 

F/g, 124.2 F/g respectively. The specific capacitance Cs values are calculated from CV 

curves by using Eq. (1): 

C
∆

          (1) 

Where Cs is the specific capacitance, ∫IdV is the integrated area of the CV curve, m is the 

mass of the active materials of one electrode, ∆  is the voltage window, and S is the scan 

rate. With the increase of CNT the capacitance increases. The slight distortion from 

rectangular shape of CV curve is due to pseudocapacitance resulted from various 

functional groups on graphene oxide.22  
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Figure 4.6 Cyclic voltammetry characterization for different ratios of GO/SWCNT at 
different scan rates. All of the measurements are conducted with 6M KOH electrolyte at 
room temperature. 
 

The calculated specific capacitance is lower for 1:1 ratio than reported 90 F/g40 

which may attribute to the actual mass of used active material in current measurement. In 

our process, both sides of woven paper were covered with GO-SWCNT. Although the 

woven paper has high porosity, ions transport from one side to the other side of the paper 

would be somehow prevented. Therefore, the actual active material, i.e. material has 

contribution to capacitance is much less than the total material used for preparation of the 

electrode. And the calculated value of specific capacitance is thus lower than reported 

value. Note that each specific capacitance is higher than GO itself (10.9 F/g reported 

previously).27 Very recently, a higher value of 417 F/g for functionalized GO has been 
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achieved at 0.5 A/g.43 Here, the highest capacitance at 0.5A/g is 295F/g which is 

comparable with GO-MWCNT 251F/g.27 Many SWCNT based supercapacitors have 

demonstrated specific capacitances in the range of 32–142 F/g depending on the 

functionalization functional groups23 or types of SWCNT, i.e. metallic or semiconducting 

tubes.44-45 

Cycling stability is crucial for supercapacitor devices. We investigated the cycling 

stability of the material with galvanostatic charge–discharge measurements. 

 

Figure 4.7 Cycling stability characterization. (a) variation of specific capacitance under 
different current density values (500 cycles for each current density). (b) Comparison of 
specific capacitance decay with the first cycle and the 5000th cycle. The measurements 
conducted with a  GO/SWCNT ratio of 1:5. 
 

Figure 4.7a presents the cyclic performance measured at different current densities 

for first 5000 charge-discharge cycles. The specific capacitances at different current 

densities are calculated through the Eq. (2): 

C
⁄

          (2)  
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Where m is the carbon mass of one electrode, i is the discharge current and dV/dt is the 

slope of the discharge curve. 

The GO/SWCNT ratio of 1:5 demonstrates the highest specific capacitance, 

which consistently decreases with an increase in the charge-discharge current density 

(Figure 6a). We ascribe this phenomenon to reduced access of ions to the active surface, 

especially for relatively slow faradic reactions.46 And after 5000 cycles the capacitance 

decreased 11% which shows the higher stability of the material compared with rGO30 

alone. We continued with charge-discharge cycle at 2A/g for 60000 cycles. Only 64% 

capacitance retention was observed compared with the first cycle. However, 85% 

retention was achieved compared with the 5000th cycle (Figure 4.7b). This proves the 

high stability of composite material for supercapacitor electrode. Interestingly, we 

observe capacitance increase after 5000 cycles. Active sites for both sides of active 

material may increase after many cycles and graphene oxide may be partially reduced to 

graphene or tips of SWCNTs maybe open which increases surface area, therefore the 

capacitance increased. This phenomenon further assures the stability of the electrode 

material during long cycling usage. 

The energy density (E) and power density (P) are calculated by using Eq. (3) and (4): 

E C ∆V           (3) 

and P                (4) 
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Figure 4.8  Ragone plots for different GO/SWCNT ratios. 

where t is the total time of discharge. Cs is the specific capacitance value from charge-

discharge, and ∆V is the potential range which is 1.0 V for aqueous normally. Ragone 

plots were obtained accordingly for different ratio of GO/SWCNT (Figure 4.8). It is clear 

the composite material has highest power density with the GO/SWCNT ratio of 1:5 

which is in accordance with the capacitance measurements. A 1:1 ratio for the ink shows 

lower performance which is in accordance with CV measurements. Too many bundled 

CNTs or stacked GO due to the interaction between GO and CNT maybe the reason for 

such low performance. The power density of the capacitors reaches 10 kW/kg , which is 

higher than GO based or CNT-based supercapacitors.30,47-48 

4.1.5 Conclusion 

Our studies indicated SWCNTs dispersed using GO material at concentration of 

12mg/ml, the highest reported value so far without surfactant assistance. Binder-free 
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GO/SWCNT composite paper electrodes were prepared via simply dipping paper in 

aqueous dispersions containing GO and CNTs, followed by 40oC drying in vacuum oven. 

Without reduction of GO, the composite material displays high relative high gravational 

specific capacitance of 295 F/g at the charge-discharge current density of 0.5A/g. 85% 

capacitance retention after 60000 charge-discharge cycles demonstrates its high 

electrochemical stability as supercapacitor electrodes. These findings pave the way for 

preparing high performance ink material of energy storage devices. 

4.2 Synchronous Chemical Vapor Deposition of Large-Area Hybrid Graphene-

Carbon Nanotube Architectures 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Graphene has recently produced a major scientific sensation due to its promising 

properties such as high charge carrier mobility, unique band structure, mechanical 

robustness, high thermal transport, and chemical stability.49-55 Consequently, there has 

been a considerable amount of theoretical and experimental research towards potential 

applications of graphene nanostructures in field-effect transistors, actuators, solar cells, 

batteries, and sensors.56-60 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), another carbon allotrope, have also been the subject of 

intensive research over the last two decades because of their exceptional electronic, 

optical, mechanical and chemical properties.61-63 Several outstanding features such as 

peculiar electronic transport, the ability to carry large current densities, high aspect ratio 
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and fast electron-transfer kinetics, make CNTs appealing for applications in 

electrochemical sensing, energy storage, field-emission devices and photovoltaics.63-66 

For realistic utilization of graphene and CNTs, however, there is a need for these 

carbon allotropes to have engineered architectures with sp2-hybridized carbon atoms as 

building blocks.  Resulting hybrid structures will combine attractive material properties 

of both CNTs and graphene with the capability to develop a variety of geometries. 67-74 

Therefore, devising a fabrication methodology for spatial distribution of graphene layers 

and CNTs in hybrid carbon architectures is crucial and rewarding.   

The method by which graphene is prepared is critical in functionality of the 

synthesized carbon hybrid. For example, in hybrids that are constructed from reduction of 

graphene oxides, there are serious concerns regarding the uniformity and quality of 

resultant graphene layers.75 These problems would be pronounced in resulting graphene 

hybrid structures in form of poor controllability of the nano-architecture and remarkable 

reduction of surface area, which is a key property of carbon hybrids. Alternatively, when 

graphene layers are prepared by mechanical exfoliation of graphite or graphite oxide, 

there are some serious limitations in terms of scalability, reproducibility, and mass 

fabrication.50 While the quality of mechanically cleaved graphene in some micron-sized 

flakes is superior, mechanical exfoliation is size-limited and incapable of volume 

production of large scale graphene. Another problem of this approach stems from 

separate synthesis of CNT and graphene in the fabricated carbon hybrid. In this context, 

Fan et al utilized exfoliated graphene oxide layers along with CVD grown CNTs to 

fabricate CNT/graphene sandwich.76 While this approach shows a good potential for lab-
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scale synthesis of hierarchical nanostructures, its applicability could be enhanced by 

addressing scalability problems and consistency issues between CNT and graphene that 

are synthesized with different methods. 

It is clear that large-area synthesis of uniform graphene layers is critical for 

incorporation of graphene-based structures into nano- and opto-electronic devices.77-78 

Among the various approaches for the synthesis of carbon nanotubes and graphene sheets 

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) shows the highest capacity for large-scale production 

due to its large throughput, controllability, reproducibility, and capability to deliver in 

situ growth. While other fabrication approaches, grown nanotubes or graphene should be 

extracted and transferred, CVD based methodologies can grow directly on the desired 

substrate. The CVD-grown structures are controllable through careful selection and 

assembly of the catalyst layers. Repeated reports on CVD grown graphene show that the 

large-area monolayer graphene film can be grown directly on the nickel and copper 

surfaces by carbon precipitation or surface-catalyzed mechanism, respectively.79-82 

The assembly methodology is another important part of the fabrication procedure 

that substantially affects the quality and applicability of the graphene-CNT hybrids. 

Within recent years, studies have been aimed towards fabricating hybrid carbon films by 

surface functionalization, self-organizing of homogeneously mixed solution of dispersed 

CNTs and reduced graphene oxides.  The major advantage of this approach is its 

scalability and large throughput.69-70 Nevertheless, the hybrid films prepared by such 

methods contain considerable amounts of restacked graphene and CNT aggregates, 

resulting in poor controllability of the hybrid nanostructure and reduction of total active 
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surface area. Furthermore, generally in all assembly approaches that involve detachment 

and transfer of CNTs from the growth substrate to another location or structure, the 

resulting electrical and mechanical contact in the assembled structure would be low.  

Another major approach for graphene-CNT assembly was the growth of CNTs on 

the reduced graphene oxide film, carried out by Lee et al.67,73-74 In this method, block 

copolymers has been applied to create uniformly patterned metal catalyst arrays for CNT 

growth in the carbon hybrid. This creative approach is a technical improvement that 

produces better electrical contacts and more efficient device integration.   

Dong et al studied one-step growth of graphene-carbon nanotube hybrids by 

coating silicon nanoparticles on copper foil and using ethanol vapor as carbon source.83  

The parallel growth of graphene and CNTs increases the potential of this technically 

attractive approach to improve the quality of contact between CNTs and graphene, as 

their synthesis is similar in nature.  The adopted approach relies on introducing an extra 

material, Si nanoparticles, for the synthesis of carbon nanotubes. This yields dependence 

of CNT growth sites on sporadically decorated Si nanoparticles that may influence the 

uniformity and density of CNTs in the hybrid. Altogether, it seems in almost all synthesis 

scenarios for graphene-CNT hybrids the vertical CNTs are either transferred from their 

growth substrate (primarily flat dielectric oxide substrate) or grown by an entirely 

different fabrication step.  

 

In this section, we aim to depart from serial approaches, where the synthesis of 

hybrid nanostructures is carried out by sequential addition of different components of the 
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final composite structure, into a well-designed single-step growth. We demonstrate large-

scale synchronous synthesis of graphene and carbon nanotubes into Pillared Graphene 

Nanostructure (PGN) on the copper foil for the first time (Scheme 1). The initial idea of 

such 3-D carbon networks was sparked by theoretical studies aiming at introducing novel 

energy storage assemblies based on tuneable and large surface area nanostructures.71 

While in our first experimental attempts84 PGN was grown on lithographically patterned, 

copper evaporated Si/SiO2 substrate, here for the first time we report large-scale synthesis 

of this carbon hybrid on plain copper foil. This is a major technological step-up since for 

all applications in general, and for energy storage devices in particular, the substrate 

materials for PGN growth needs to be flexible, geometrically adjustable, and conductive. 

Moreover, in our new synthesis technique the need for lithography pre-patterning of the 

growth substrate, part of experimental procedure of previous fabrication approach, 84 has 

been removed. As a result, the fabrication method has upgraded from a “serial” to a 

large-scale “parallel” technique. Due to the integrated nature of the synthesis method, the 

resulting hybrid structure shows a superior cohesion and crystalline contact between 

graphene and CNT building blocks. We also demonstrate the functionality of our 

fabricated PGN structure by featuring a supercapacitor PGN cell.  It is remarkable that 

the new PGN based supercapacitor was not achievable for graphene-CNT hybrids 

synthesized on Si/SiO2 substrate as silicon platform is nonconductive and brittle.  
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4.2.2 Experimental  

4.2.2.1 Graphene-CNT Synthesis Procedure 

25 µm thick copper foils (from Alfa Aesar, cut into 1cm2 area) were chosen as the 

substrate material. An Oxygen plasma treatment (STS Reactive Ion Etcher) was carried 

out on the copper foil strips surface at 200 W and 100 mTorr for 90 s to create a barrier 

oxide layer on copper foil. Fe catalyst films with a thickness of 3-5 nm were then 

deposited on copper oxide using electron beam evaporator (Temescal, BJD-1800). Next, 

growth foils were loaded into a CVD chamber and heated to 750°C under the flow of 500 

sccm of Ar. All flow rates were precisely controlled by using mass flow controllers. To 

make the velocity profile of gas flow more uniform a total pressure of 650 Torr is 

maintained in the CVD tube. Once the temperature is stabilized at 750°C, first 100 sccm 

of H2 is initiated, and after 5 mins 50 sccm of C2H2 is introduced into the tube for 10 to 

20 min to begin the synthesis of graphene-CNT hybrid. Upon completion of the CVD 

growth, C2H2 and H2 gas feeds were stopped, and the furnace was cooled to the room 

temperature under the protection of Ar gas flow. If needed, graphene-CNT hybrid films 

were removed from the Cu film by etching in a 1M aqueous FeCl3 solution, followed by 

cleaning with an aqueous HCl (5%) and D.I. water solution. Subsequently, pillared 

graphene films were collected from the D.I. water with a substrate of choice. 

4.2.2.2 Characterization 

Detailed characterization of the synthesized CNT-graphene hybrid films  and 

catalyst surfaces  were performed using optical microscopy, Scanning Electron 
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Microscopy (SEM; Leo, 1550), and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM; Philips, 

CM300) with a LaB6 cathode operated at 300kV and equipped with an X-ray energy-

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) module. TEM samples were prepared by collecting the 

etched graphene-CNT films suspended on D.I. water, with a TEM copper grid. Electron 

diffraction patterns on the graphene-CNT films change from one location to another. The 

main difference observed is the appearance of other sets of hexagonal spots and the 

amplification of the ring patterns on the locations with dense CNT growth. Raman 

spectra were taken with a ThermoFisher Scientific micro-Raman equipped with DXR 

532-nm Excitation Laser Set. Most spectra were taken in more than four spots to 

guarantee the reproducibility of the peak intensities. 

4.2.2.3 Preparation of Supercapacitor Test Assembly 

To prepare PGN-Supercapacitor Cells the as grown PGN films with copper 

substrates were cut into equal areas and assembled in split flat cell (MTI EQ-STC). 

Gamry Reference 600™ was used as electrochemical analyzer for capacitance 

measurement. Regular filter paper (Whatman 8-um filter paper) were soaked with the 

electrolyte (2 M Li2SO4 solution) was used as separator. 
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4.2.3 Results and Discussion 

`

 

Scheme 4.2 Schematic diagram of (a) preparation of the growth substrate and the 
catalysts: oxygen plasma treatment of the copper foil followed by iron deposition. (b) 
Probable mechanism of synchronous growth of CNTs and underlying grapheme.  (c) 
Pillared graphene hybrid structure comprising vertically grown carbon nanotubes as 
pillars and large-area graphene plane as a floor. 
 

Pillared graphene is a spatial carbon network consisting of CNT pillars grown 

vertically from large-area graphene planes. This carbon hybrid structure looks like a 

building under construction, with carbon nanotubes as the pillars and graphene sheets as 

the floor (Scheme 4.2c). Scheme 4.2a is a schematically illustrating the process used to 

prepare the growth substrate before the synchronous synthesis. As discussed in the 

experimental section, Fe particles, “seeds” for CNT growth, were e-beam evaporated on a 

layer of copper oxide prepared by O2 plasma treatment of copper foil. We first investigate 

the CVD growth of CNTs on the processed copper substrate, and then look into the entire 

perspective on the synchronous synthesis of the cabin hybrid. 

As opposed to copper-based CVD growth of graphene, which could be considered 

experimentally established technique by now 81-82, the synthesis of carbon nanotubes on 

copper surface is challenging due to the undesired interaction between the metallic 
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catalysts regularly used for carbon nanotubes (mainly Fe, Co, and Ni) and copper.  The 

main technique used to overcome this obstacle is to deposit an intermediate layer 

between metallic catalysts and Cu surface to act as a diffusion barrier.85-88 However, 

adopting this approach for the CNT-graphene hybrid case introduces extra buffer 

materials that are hard to remove and tend to stay in the final hybrid structure. This 

consequently affects the functionality of the carbon hybrid structure, particularly in 

applications that strongly depend on the composition of the nanostructure used. Such 

barrier layers would also restrict the exposure of the copper layer to the flow of carbon 

source gas that is fundamental in our methodology. 

 

Figure 4.9 (a) Top-veiw SEM micrograph of CNT pillars in CNT-graphene hybrid, 
grown on pre-oxidized copper foil. The image showing dense and vertically aligned 
growth of CNT pillars on graphene sheet. (b) Higher magnification SEM micrograph of 
the CNTs. 
 

Finding a barrier layer, which can be removed or consumed in the course of 

growth, is necessary. To address this problem we devise a step of oxygen plasma pre-

treatment to form a controlled layer of copper oxide on top copper foil, separating it from 

to-be-deposited CNT catalysts. Copper oxide could be reduced during the growth while 

hydrogen flow is introduced. Hydrogen reduction of the copper oxide is essentially 

possible since copper stands below hydrogen in reactivity series. The high temperature 
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inside the CVD chamber significantly facilitates this reaction. Therefore, as the CNT 

starts growing from the surface of the copper-copper oxide foil, the oxide layer would be 

gradually reduced back to zero-valent copper. This finally leads to exposure of the pure 

copper to acetylene flow, the carbon source gas, and the formation of the graphene layer 

in parallel with the CNTs’ growth. To achieve realistic mass production and reduce the 

complexity of the fabrication, the need for lithography pre-patterning of the growth 

substrate, a necessary part of previous fabrication approach, has been removed.84 Figure 

4.9a displays a typical top-view SEM micrograph of a large area CNT-graphene hybrid 

layer. The gap in the surface, marked with a double arrow, allows us to see the vertical 

direction of the CNT growth. This figure also shows the uniform morphology of grown 

CNTs over the large area of the hybrid film. Figure 4.9b is a higher magnification SEM 

indicating the average diameter of CNTs to be less than 20nm with narrow size 

distribution.  To achieve a better understanding of the role of oxide layer in the synthesis, 

we conducted a comparative study on two similar copper foils, with and without O2 

plasma treatment.    

Figure 4.10a and 4.10b shows SEM micrographs of the surfaces of the copper foil 

samples unmodified and after O2 plasma treatment, respectively. Figures 4.11a and 4.11b 

show the SEM images of (a) unmodified copper, and (b) plasma treated copper surfaces 

after deposition of 4nm iron followed by CVD process with hydrogen and acetylene. 

Comparison between figure 4.10a and 4.10b suggests that the oxygen plasma treatment 

dramatically changes the morphology and size of the surface grains. It appears that 

through conversion of copper grains to copper oxide grains, oxygen plasma treatment 
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increases surface roughness and accordingly poses more grains and larger surface area. 

This produces higher level of surface energy, which consequently results in more active 

nucleation sites for the CNT growth on the surface. Indeed, according to nucleation and 

growth theory the higher the energy of the nucleation sites, it is more likely to have 

higher number of stable embryos on the surface.89-90 Moreover, considering the total 

energy of the system for nucleation and growth, more stable nucleation sites results in 

more unilateral growth.89,91 Figure 4.11b shows SEM image of the same copper foil 

(Figure 4.10b) after Fe deposition and CVD process. It is clear that the plasma-treated 

copper foil substrate gives rise to dense growth of carbon nanotubes with vertical 

alignment, as opposed to unoxidized copper layer. The oxide layer can also play the role 

of a barrier, impeding the unfavourable Fe-Cu interaction by separating two catalyst 

metals.  As it can be seen from figure 4.11a, the unoxidized Cu foil would hardly give 

rise to any carbon nanotubes without any barrier layer. This may be explained by the 

increasing interaction between Fe and Cu and the possibility of the formation of metal 

solid solution due to nano-scale sizes of Fe particles and high growth temperature.86,92 

Furthermore, the grown CNTs from this substrate would be much larger in diameter and 

shorter in length as the sparse nucleation sites allow lateral growth of CNTs. 
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Figure 4.10 SEM micrograph of copper substrate (a) before, and (b) O2 plasma. 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.11 SEM image of PGN grown on (a) copper foil exposure to air 12 hours and (b) 
oxygen plasma treated copper foil, showing dense and aligned growth of CNT pillars on 
graphene sheet. 
 

The records of our synthesis attempts suggest that an optimized recipe for copper 

oxidization pre-treatment is critical for the growth of the CNT-graphene hybrid. In fact, 

even small violations from optimized oxygen plasma specifications could affect the 

quality of the growth substantially. This could be explained by the significance of the 

average grain size and the roughness of the growth surface which depends on oxidization 

conditions. It should be noted that there is very fine balance between the thickness of the 

oxide layer and the CVD growth conditions, as the hydrogen flow and growth 
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temperature determine the reduction rate of the oxide layer.  This additionally points to 

the fundamental role of the hydrogen gas flow in CVD growth of pillared graphene. 

Similar to hydrocarbon catalytic decomposition, hydrogen molecules dissociate in the 

presence of metallic catalysts and at the growth temperature of around 750K.93-94 The 

resulting atomic hydrogen is very reactive and tends to act as an etching agent for carbon, 

in addition to reducing copper oxide. Therefore, if the selected ratio of acetylene to 

hydrogen flow is too low, the etching reaction becomes faster than formation sp2 carbon 

hybrids. The hydrogen flow contributes to the “growth” part through its role in 

production of reactive hydrocarbon.79-82,93 

Scheme 1b illustrates a probable formation process of the pillared graphene 

hybrid in one-step CVD growth. First, the iron deposited copper foil is exposed to the 

flow of H2, C2H2, and Ar gasses as described in the experimental section. As CNT 

nucleation sites form on the copper oxide surface, hydrogen flow starts reducing copper 

oxide layer as displayed by the change of color on copper oxide layer in the Scheme 4.2b. 

Next, the oxide layer is completely reduced by hydrogen flow and consequently graphene 

islands begin to form via surface-catalysis mechanism induced by the exposure of copper 

to carbon source gas.81-82 Meanwhile CNTs continue to grow vertically.  Finally, the 

graphene layers cover the substrate and merges with CNTs at their roots on the substrate 

plane. To gain a deeper insight into the probable synthesis process of pillared graphene 

hybrids, we consider the CVD growth mechanisms of CNTs and graphene in further 

detail. In catalytic growth of CNTs by CVD, a metallic catalyst particle, Fe in our case, 

decomposes the hydrocarbon molecules of a source gas and absorbs carbon atoms to its 
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structure, until it becomes carbon-saturated. The absorbed carbon atoms diffuse through 

the bulk body of the catalyst particle and upon saturation, precipitate from the other side 

to form cylindrically rolled graphene layers.95 Strong catalyst-substrate interaction results 

in base-growth mode, where catalysts remain on the substrate; and weak catalyst-

substrate interaction yields tip-growth mode, in which catalyst remain on the tip of the 

growing CNT.95-96 

The synthesis mechanism for CNT pillars in graphene hybrids is more 

complicated since it involves the simultaneous growth of graphene and CNTs.  In the 

pillared graphene synthesis, while the CNTs start to grow through the above-mentioned 

mechanism, copper oxide layer formed by O2 plasma pre-treatment is gradually reduced 

by hydrogen flow until copper atoms resurface and are exposed to acetylene flow in the 

CVD chamber. Subsequently, the graphene films directly grow on the Cu surface by a 

surface-adsorption mechanism. It is noteworthy that in the copper-based graphene 

synthesis graphene is growing by a surface-catalyzed mechanism rather than carbon 

precipitation process that is attributed to grapheme CVD growth by nickel.79-82 

Considering the overall perspective on the synthesis of pillared graphene, the 

“floor” graphene grows through carbon nucleation sites. They form by catalytic 

adsorption of carbon to copper and grow horizontally with the addition of carbon to their 

boundaries.81-82 The graphene nucleation sites continue expanding by adsorption of more 

decomposed carbon atoms to their edges, until graphene domains join and form a 

graphene sheet.81 In the meantime, the growing planar graphene islands join cylindrically 

rolled graphene layers, CNTs, at their interface with the substrate, developing pillared 
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graphene nanostructure. The copper-based graphene growth also allows a more time-

flexible exposure of the metallic catalyst to carbon source gas. This is crucial to our 

synchronous fabrication, as we require simultaneous growth of graphene and CNTs for 

pillared graphene hybrid. Using copper catalyst layer also intrinsically yields more 

uniform graphene with fewer layers.81-82 As it has been mentioned before, excess 

hydrogen flow rate could be counter-productive as it removes copper oxide barrier 

prematurely and thus reduces iron catalysts activity and lifetime through possible Fe-Cu 

interaction at some CNT nucleation sites. Another probable drawback of surplus 

hydrogen flow is the overexposure of copper foil to hydrogen that affects the quality of 

graphene layer in the hybrid. 

 

Figure 4.12 Bottom-view SEM micrograph of the backside of the peeled PGN film, 
showing the graphene film embedding CNT pillars roots. 

 

Further study of the synthesized pillared graphene provides a deeper insight into 

the growth mechanism of carbon hybrids, and paves the way for their application-

oriented fabrication. Figure 4.12 gives an interesting view of the “back side” of a 
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synthesized graphene-CNT hybrid. To obtain this bottom-view image, the grown hybrid 

film was peeled using a double sided carbon tape, and then placed onto SEM sample 

holder. The image displays how CNTs roots are embedded in graphene sheets. This is an 

important observation which further indicates the cohesion of the hybrid pillared 

grapheme architecture where CNT “pillars” are connected to graphene “floor”. The EDS 

spectra taken from the backside of the sample verifies carbon as the “floor” material. The 

SEM image and the fact that carbon tape peeled the whole CNT-graphene hybrid rather 

than only CNTs, indicates a robust mechanical connection between synchronously 

synthesized CNTs and graphene. Figure 4.13a displays an optical micrograph of a 

pillared graphene sample transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate. To remove the pillared 

graphene structure from copper foil the underneath Cu attachment was etched using 1M 

aqueous FeCl3 solution. Subsequently the PGN sample was cleaned by HCl solution/ D.I. 

water, and then collected by the SiO2/Si substrate. 

 

Figure 4.13 (a) Optical micrograph of PGN structure. Partial growth of CNTs reveals 
graphene underlying film and shows the PGN structure. (b) High magnification SEM 
micrograph of graphene film in graphene-CNT hybrid. 
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The optical micrograph was taken of a selected area of PGN that is partially 

covered by as-grown CNTs (due to scarce to zero presence of Fe catalysts), and thus it 

reveals the underlying graphene sheet, blue area, under the CNTs. Figure 4.13b shows the 

SEM  image of the graphene layer in the same PGN sample.  As it is expected the 

graphene layer contains wrinkles which are mainly caused by mismatch in the thermal 

expansion coefficient between copper and graphene.81A Typical Raman spectrum taken 

from CNTs in the pillared graphene is shown in Figure 4.14a. The G band, centered on 

1570 cm-1, is the first order Raman mode induced by in-plane vibration of carbon atoms 

in sp2 hybridized graphene sheets. As a result, the intensity and sharpness of G band is 

signifying the presence of crystalline graphitic phase in the synthesized material. The D 

band at 1335 cm-1, on the other hand, is the defect originated second order Raman band 

which indicates the level of defects in graphitic sp2 structures. The nature of this band is 

related to one-phonon elastic scattering and it is interpreted as a measure of the quantity 

of sp3 or dangling sp2 bonds that are causing structural disorders.  Thus, the ratio of D 

band and G band peak intensities, ID/IG, is commonly agreed as a gauge of the quality of 

CNTs and in general all graphitic materials. The lower values of this ratio show the 

superior grade of carbon structure and fewer amounts of amorphous carbon disorders and 

defects. The average value of this ratio taken from our samples is 0.82 which is lower 

than the values reported from similar studies on the CVD grown CNTs on copper 

substrates.85-86,88 The higher quality of PGN structure compared to regular CNTs grown 

on copper substrate may be explained by the different strategies adopted for the synthesis 

and in particular the effect of intermediate layers.85-86 While we oxidized a thin layer of 
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copper substrate itself to serve as the buffer layer, the general approach is deposit an 

external intermediate layer as a barrier film on the copper substrate before the CNT 

growth.  This demonstrates the advantage of copper oxide layer in terms of simplicity and 

final products’ quality. The Raman spectra did not show any appreciable radial breathing 

mode (RBM) peak which indicates that grown CNTs are mostly multiwalled. Figure 6b is 

a Raman spectrum of graphene sheet in PGN sample. The spectrum, which is taken from 

areas with no CNT pillars, confirms bi-to few layer graphene as the “floor” material of 

the hybrid structure. 

 

Figure 4.14 (a)Typical Raman Spectra of PGN showing the presence of D, G, and 2D 
band centered around 1335 cm-1, 1570cm-1,  and 2672cm-1 respectively (Thermo Fisher 
DXR micro Raman, λ laser = 532 nm). (b) Raman spectra of the graphene layer in PGN 
film grown on copper foil. 
 

Figure 4.15 shows a TEM image the of pillared graphene film synthesized from deposited 

copper layer. To prepare TEM sample, first the graphene-CNT film was etched from 

copper using Ferric Chloride and Hydrochloric solutions. The suspended hybrid film is 

then collected from D.I. water by a suitable copper grid.  The TEM image shows the 
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graphene-CNT hybrid through the underlying graphene.  This is a very informative image 

allowing us to look into the interface between CNT pillars and graphene floor of the 

carbon hybrid. First, the recurring circular hollow patterns in the interface of a CNT and 

graphene layer, shown with red circle marks, confirm that CNTs’ roots are embedded in 

the graphene sheet. This further indicates the smooth transition between the two carbon 

allotropes, graphene and CNTs, in the hybrid structure. The Energy Dispersive Spectrum 

(EDS) taken from the dark spots at the tips of CNTs verifies them as Fe catalyst particles. 

The presence of the Cu peak in EDS is due to TEM copper grid used for holding the 

pillared graphene sample. The high number of catalyst particles at the tips of nanotubes 

suggests the synthesis mechanism of CNTs to be tip-growth, which points to a low level 

of the interaction between substrate surface and CNTs catalyst particles. The inset 

selected area diffraction pattern, taken from sparsely grown CNTs area of pillared 

graphene, shows concentric circles.  This is expected because multiwall carbon nanotubes 

are concentric tubes of cylindrically rolled graphene layers; therefore, we have 

overlapping sp2 carbon planes of random orientation with respect to incident electron 

beam. Furthermore, the typical six-fold symmetry in diffraction spots supports the 

presence of mono- to few-layer underlying graphene film.79,97-98 
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Figure 4.15 (a) TEM micrograph of pillared graphene bottom-view displaying CNTs 
roots at their interfaces with graphene film, and their tips; inset SAED diffraction pattern 
taken from pillared graphene. (b) Typical EDS spectrum taken from CNTs tips (dashed 
area). 

4.2.4 Demonstration of PGN Based Supercapacitor Cells 

To further prove the potential of the hybrid for energy storage, as-synthesized 

PGN was utilized as supercapacitor electrode. The supercapacitor cells were prepared 

from as grown PGN films as described in the experimental section. A two-electrode 

measurement was then employed for the electrochemical measurement, where the pre-

treated two glass slides were assembled split flat cell with the as-soaked polypropylene 

working as a separator in between. The measurements of cyclic voltammetry (CV) were 

conducted to show the performance of the supercapacitor. The cyclic voltammetry scans 

were performed between 0 and 1 V in 6 M KOH aqueous solution (Figure 4.16a, b).  
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a  

b  

Figure 4.16 (a) CV curves of supercapacitor based on PGN films. The weight of one 
PGN film is around 200 µg/cm2. Electrolyte: 6 M KOH aqueous. (b) Specific capacitance 
and energy density vs. scan rates. 
 

All of the Cs curves show identical behavior. The specific capacitance can be 

calculated from the curve by using the Equation 1. 
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 (1) 

Where Cs is the specific capacitance, ∫IdV is the integrated area of the CV curve, m is the 

mass of the active materials, ΔV is the potential range, and S is the scan rate. The 

distortion of CV curve from rectangular shape is due to Faradic reactions. The redox peak 

around 0.4 V indicates the reaction between Fe catalyst and electrolyte. The relatively 

low specific capacitance compared with the previously reported chemically exfoliated 

graphene-CNT hybrid and pure graphene is due to the low surface energy of the as 

synthesized graphene-CNT nanostructure. The relative low capacitance is reasonable due 

to the surface property of hybrids. The surface of hybrids is hydrophobic which causes 

low contact surface area between them and electrolyte. Recent research has shown that 

activated surface of the carbon material will have higher capacitance which provides 

opportunity to increase the performance of the carbon-based storage devices.99 We 

further repeated the measurements with samples after HNO3 aqueous treatment (HNO3: 

D.I. Water=1:4). The specific capacitance of 655 F/g, 420 F/g, 154 F/g, 102 F/g, 55 F/g, 

40 F/g   were obtained for the sweep rates of 10, 20, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 mV/sec, 

respectively (Figure8b). Highest specific capacitance of 655 F/g, achieved at a scan rate 

of 10 mV/sec, suggests the as prepared supercapacitor cell has good performance.100 The 

nitric acid treatment can etch Fe catalyst and oxides away, and at the same time enhances 

the surface wettability of the carbon hybrid. Therefore the surface area increases by 

means of end-tip opening of carbon nanotubes, which further increases the specific 

capacitance. 

SVm

IdV
Cs 
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The energy density was calculated by using Equation 2. 

                                                                                                                  (2) 

The energy density increases  from 10.05 to 91 Wh/kg (for 10 mV/sec)  after acid 

treatment demonstrating a good performance of the Pillared Graphene Nanostructure 

supercapcitor comparable to those of carbon based supercapacitors.101-102 

4.2.5 Conclusion 

Large and uniform pillared graphene films were successfully synthesized via 

simultaneous CVD growth of graphene layers and carbon nanotubes on copper foil. The 

introduced graphene-CNT hybrid is a remarkable carbon nanostructure with tuneable 

nano-architectonics, which is central to application-oriented design of hierarchical 

graphene structures. The unique mechanism of synchronized CVD growth of CNT and 

graphene contributed significantly to the composure of the final carbon structure. 

Detailed characterization of synthesized pillared graphene shows the cohesive structure 

and crystalline contact between the two carbon allotropes in the hybrid. Through its 

tuneable spatial geometry and attractive material properties, this carbon hybrid shows 

very promising potential for integration into nanoelectronics, energy storage, and thermal 

management. These attractive material properties stem from the fact that the synthesized 

pillared graphene is exclusively built from sp2 hybridized carbon atoms. The direct 

growth of PGN on copper foil, a significant technical improvement, opens the door for 

realistic applications of PGN, in which it is necessary to have a mechanically flexible and 

 2
2

1
VCE s 
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electrically/thermally conductive substrate. As an immediate proof for the functionality 

of the refined graphene hybrid structure, it has been readily implemented into a 

supercapacitor cell. The measurement of the supercapacitor cell demonstrates relatively 

high energy density with good cycling stability that paves the way for developing future 

higher energy storage devices.  

The present work is also innovative for its synchronous approach to synthesis of 

multi-component hybrids.  The introduced fabrication methodology is based on 

premeditated design of catalysts foundation, analysis of carbon formation mechanisms, 

and thoughtful timing in the fabrication procedure, as synchronization in the growth 

process is vital. Accordingly, chemical nature, morphology, and organization of the 

catalysts, as well as pre-processing of the growth substrate, are the key designing 

measures of this methodology. The synchronous parallel growth methodology offers a 

practical high-volume production technique for carbon hybrids. It also does not involve 

any unconventional laboratory-style step, and is compatible with industrial thin-film 

fabrication technologies. 

4.3 Future Work 

I. Printable electrode. 

(1) In section 4.1 we presented graphene oxide-carbon nanotube ink material. 

This material could be dispersed in water which is environmental friendly. Most 

importantly, the material could be applied on woven paper facilitating the large and cheap 

production of the material. Actually, the next step would be using the ink to print 
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electrodes for energy storage devices. In this step, various solvents should be 

systematically studied to meet with the requirements that after printing the material is 

effortless to handle, fast drying and durable during cycles. Also, various substrates should 

be studied to achieve such applications. Interactions between the ink and substrate may 

vary from van der Waals interaction to hydrogen bonding to covalent bonding.  

(2) We have discussed the applicability of GFET for chemical sensor in chapter 3. 

With the printing technique, GO-CNT material could also be applied for such 

applications. Several advantages determine the trend using this material: (a) large 

production (b) easier to handle (c) no further functionalization is needed (d) GO provides 

sites for further functionalization which could improve the selectivity. Preliminary results 

have been done on this topic and the as-fabricated sensor shows high sensitivity.  

II. Energy storage devices. 

(1) Graphene/carbon nanotube hybrid for supercapacitors. 

In section 4.2 we presented the synthesis of seamless graphene/carbon nanotube 

hybrid with one-step CVD method. This work was finished on December 24th, 2010. 

Right now, many groups have reported the similar results with different approaches. 

Actually, in this work, different catalyst or substrates could produce better result. For 

example, by changing copper foil to nickel foam we have obtained 3-D graphene/carbon 

nanotube foam structure. The obtained material has much better stability and capacitance. 

The main drawback of copper foil is the weak interaction force between graphene and 

itself, which resulting low stability of the material for supercapacitor.  

(2) Pseudo supercapacitors. 
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In chapter 1 we discussed the high capacitance and potential of oxide materials 

for supercapacitors. Also we have obtained GO-CNT ink material. By incorporation of 

the oxide material with the ink high performance of supercapacitor electrode is expected. 

For example, I have synthesized MnO2 nanowires by hydrothermal method. The 

nanowires have demonstrated high capacitance using Li2SO4 as electrolyte. Incorporating 

this material in to the graphene/carbon nanotube foam has been done and the 

performance is stunning with specific capacitance of 1100 F/g. Other nanomaterials could 

also be utilized to improve the specific capacitance, such as NiO, RuO2 and V2O5. The 

main work should be focused on synthesis of nanomaterials. Studying the interaction 

between graphene or carbon nanotube and these materials are important to design better 

electrode systems. 

(3) Lithium ion battery anode system. 

We have discussed the supercapacitors with the obtained graphene/carbon 

nanotube hybrid material. These materials definitely could be utilized for lithium ion 

battery anode system. Several advantages will enable the novel material good candidate 

for lithium ion battery anode. First, the small CNT diameter (less than 20nm) allows for 

better accommodation of the large volume changes without the initiation of fracture that 

can occur in bulk or micron-sized materials. This is consistent with previous studies that 

have suggested a materials-dependent terminal particle size below which particles do not 

fracture further. Second, each CNT is electrically connected to the metallic current 

collector so that all the CNTs contribute to the capacity. Third, the CNTs have direct 1D 

electronic pathways allowing for efficient charge transport. In electrode microstructures 
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based on particles, electronic charge carriers must move through small interparticle 

contact areas. In addition, as every CNT is connected to the current-carrying electrode, 

the need for binders or conducting additives, which add extra weight, is eliminated. 

Various substrates and catalysts should be systematically studied for further work.  
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